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Introduction

Present day society seems to grow in Complexity without
cessation.

Psychologists point to this as one element in

the growing alienation between people, and as the seed of

many unstable relationships between man and his neighbor.
One senses a growing distrust among people as exhibited by
the phrase,

"Don't trust anyone over the age of thirty".

one is horrified at. incidents in which individuals seem

tantly to ignore other persons in dire need of help.

And
bla-

Perhaps

all of this has given impetus to the recent flurry of psycho-

logical research in the areas of both trust and helping behavior.

The picture

,

of course

,

is not all that bleak.

Trust

certainly exists between family members, friends, and strangers, too.

And helping behavior, although not always making

the headlines,

is exhibited every day.

In fact,

if these pro-

social attitudes and behaviors ceased to exist, an interde-

pendent society as we know it would inevitably crumble.

Psychologists have become intensely interested in just what
makes people act benevolently towards, and think kindly of,

their fellow man.

Perhaps by understanding these intricate

and vital human behaviors we ultimately can help sustain and

propagate them.
The present study was concerned with investigating the
role of trust in helping behavior.

The major question was

whether people high versus low on a trust dimension would
differ in their helping behavior in a nonemergency situation.

2

It was

.

expected that the personality complex of a high

truster would predispose him to help when the need arose
(This will be discussed later).

<>

It was also suspected that a

low truster would be less likely to help.

Also of interest

was whether varying the trustworthiness of the person requesting help would affect the degree to which he would be helped
by another person.

It was expected that a person who showed

himself to be trustworthy and later requested help would be

helped more often that if he revealed himself to be untrustif no

worthy, or

information was revealed as to his trust-

worthiness*
In the area of helping behavior most of the research has

concerned help in emergency situations.

Latane and Darley

(1968) explored concepts such as diffusion of responsibility

and the need for the emergency situation to be "interpreted"
as such.

There has been less, but nevertheless some explora-

tion concerning help in nonemergency situations (Berkowitz
and Daniels, 1963; Lerner and Simmons,

I960, Lerner and

Lichtman, 1968; Schopler and Bateson, 1965; Staub,
A study by Lerner and Simmons,

1970.)

(1966) explored the ob-

server^ reaction to an innocent victim

of pain.

Female sub-

jects volunteered to participate in an experiment on the per-

ception of cues of emotional arousal.

They found themselves

observing another experiment in which a female student (the
victim) was receiving painful electric shocks.

.

It was ex-

plained that the victim had signed up to participate in a
study of human learning in order to get course credit.

It

was only after the victim had begun to receive her instruc-

tions that she learned that she was taking part in a study
of the effect of strong negative reinforcement (shock) on

paired associate learning.
The subjects (observers) watched the victim suffer for
ten minutes over a closed circuit T.V.

In the middle of the

experiment the observers were given a variety of choices as
to how the experiment should continue.

They were given the

opportunity to decide what would be the most valuable for
them to observe; another negative reinforcement condition,
a neutral condition or a positive reinforcement condition.
It was found that when the observers were given an oppor-

tunity to affect the victim's fate, almost all of them voted
to place her in a condition where not only would her suffer-

ing be ended, but she would be compensated monetarily.

Thus

observers of an innocent victim seem to want to help and com-

pensate him, at least if it involves a relatively easy act.
The Lerner findings may mean that innocent victims arouse

sympathy.

Sympathy in turn may be a prerequisite for helping

behavior.

Cost to the helper is one of a variety of factors that
have been shown to influence helping behavior.

Studies by

Schopler and Bateson (1965), and Allen (1970) indicate that
people are less likely to help as the level of cost to them
increases o

If

people have to suffer pain, or if helping on

their part requires loss of money or pride or precipitates

embarrassment, they will be less likely to help.

Darley and

Latane (1970) de^ci^ibe one study in which undergraduates of a

university flocked onto the N.Y.C. streets and made a variety
of helping requests.

They asked for the time of day, direc-

tions, change for a quarter, the person s name, or the donaT

tion of a dime.

It was found that the type of request made a

major difference in the probability of receiving help.

The

students were very successful in getting the time, directions
or change for a quarter.

But they were considerably less

successful in getting a dime or the name of the passerby.
The study points out that people are less likely to offer

help as the cost to them rises or if the request seems in-

appropriate.

Giving a dime involves a monetary cost, while

giving one's name to a stranger involves a cost in privacy.
These particular requests are also inappropriate given the

particular circumstances.
Researchers, however, have also described situations in
which people help even when there is much discomfort involved.

Lerner and Mathews (1967) and Lerner and Lichtman

(1968) carried out studies in which one person (a confederate) asked for special consideration, for help.

They found

that subjects often granted the request, even at the expense
of their own well-being.

In the Lerner and Lichtman study

(1968) female subjects were told (after a fixed drawing) that

they could choose between learning in a shock or control con-

condition.

The female subject was told her partner would be

placed in the remaining condition.

When given this oppor-

tunity, most subjects chose to avoid the shocks.

Lerner ex-

plained this by saying they were behaving within the norm of

justified self-interest.

Within this set of norms is includ-

ed the fact that opportunities or breaks may present them-

selves to a participant and that it is acceptable to take ad-

vantage of these incidents to advance one's self interest.
In another condition of the same study the other girl (the

confederate) asked for help.

The subject was informed that

the other girl was really scared about the shocks and that
she d prefer to be in the control condition.
f

It was made

clear by the experimenter that the decision was completely up
to the subject as to what she wanted to do.

Lerner found

that the majority (seventy-two percent) of the subjects in

this condition elected to take the shock.

Thus there are

conditions in which at least some people will help another
person, even when discomfort is involved in the helping effort.

Research has shown that sex differences affect how much
people help.

Darley and Latane (1970) found the sex of the

requester was a significant factor as to how much help was
elicited.

Female requesters of a dime were helped signifi-

cantly more than male requesters (58 percent to 46 percent).
The sex of the donor had no effect in this particular study.
This means that both men and women are more willing to help
a

female in need than a male.

Additional research has shown that the sex of the potential helper and the level of dependency of the person needing

6

help both affect helping behavior.

In a study by Schopler

and Bateson (1365) an experimentei asked studonts to volunv

teer for an unpleasant experience, which involved one of two

experimental conditions; spending one half hour in a chamber
of 125°F or spending the time in a chamber of 75°F.

The ex-

perimenter asked students, if possible, to volunteer for the
more uncomfortable chamber.

They found that although in

general males, in comparison to females, are more likely to

volunteer for an unpleasant experience, there was a sex X
dependence interaction effect.

More males conformed to the

request of a low dependent petitioner (nonurgently needed

volunteers for the hot chamber) than to the request of a high
dependent petitioner.

Schopler. and Bateson suggest that the

sex difference in the reaction to dependency exists because
males are socialized such that they are sensitive to other

people exerting too much power and control over them.

And a

dependent person attempts to control behavior by asking for
help*

Females on the other hand, according to the research-

ers, are much more oriented to the needs of others. Berkowitz

and Daniels (1963) found results contrary to Schopler's study.
sigThey found subjects in a high dependent condition produced

nificantly more work (help) than those in a low dependent
condition.

Schopler explains this discrepancy by saying that

the cost of yielding to the subject was much less in the high

dependency condition of the Berkowitz study, and in a sense
the
was really equivalent to the low dependency condition of

Schopler study.

7

Thus the level of dependency of a person requesting help,
seems to affect the extent of helping behavior on the part of

potential male helpers.
Previous research has also shown that a justified help
request evokes more helping behavior than an unjustified one.
In the Darley and Latane study (1970) cited earlier, it was

found that information preceding the request for help had a

striking effect

o.n

increasing the amount of help elicited.

If the student claimed he needed to make a phone call or had

lost his wallet and therefore needed a dime, two- thirds of the

people helped (as compared to one-third when no information
was given);

Thus, in a helping situation, if the request for

help is prefaced by some sort of an explanation, if it is

justified, this raises the likelihood of a help response.

The question arises as to why people help at all when
help is requested.

Berkowitz and his associates have pro-

posed the existence of a norm of social responsibility to account for this.

The norm prescribes that people help others

who need help, who are dependent.

Berkowitz claims that

when
people often beh.ave according to the norm and help even
be gained
there are few if any social or material rewards to

through the effort.

Lerner and Lichtman (1968) have referred

why subjects
to this norm of social responsibility to explain
condition for themselves when a per-

will even select a shock
son asks for help.

and Latane
Other psychologists, including Staub (1972)

.
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and Darley (1970) have questioned whether people who help are

actually mentally referring to this norm of giving,,

Darley

and Latane present m?,ny arguments against norm-centered ex-

planations of helping.

First, the norm of social responsi-

bility does not account for the wide differences in helping

behavior

.

There is even norm ambivalence 0

The norm to help

other people is qualified by rules not to accept help, to
look out for oneself, and not to interfere with people's privacy.

Norms are also stated in a vague and general fashion.

They suggest that the norm of social responsibility seems to

fluctuate tremendously with various situational factors.
Thus it seems that the most one can say is that norms may

provide for a general predisposition to help other people.
But whether or not someone will help in a particular situa-

tion is dependent on many other factors, some of which were

mentioned previously.

Research has shown that a person may

benebe unwilling to help and work for others without return
exfits, if a great deal of effort is required, or if other

treme costs are anticipated (Schopler and Bateson, 1968).

valu
Increased help has been shown for recipients who possess
liked
able resources (Pruitt, 1968), for recipients who are
cost to
(Daniel and Berkowitz, 1963), and when there is less
the donor (Schopler and Bateson, 1965).

A person's mood and

helping
self-concern (Berkowitz, 1971), may also determine
behavior
In the present study, a nonemergency situation is
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created in which a male confederate needs and asks for help

from a male subject.

The help request is justified lest it

appear selfish or unnecessary, for research previously cited
t

indicates a justified help request evokes more helping be-

havior than an unjustified one.

In the present study, the

subject must undergo an unpleasant situation in order to
help the other person.

To help, he must agree to substitute

himself for the confederate and work with a bitter tasting
solution.

The research just reviewed indicates that some

people will help another person even when discomfort is in-

However the research also suggests that people who

volved*

estimate that the present help effort will involve much pain
(high cost) will tend to help less than those who estimate
it will involve minor pain (low cost).

It has also been

suggested that male subjects will tend to help less if they
perceive the male requester (the confederate in the present
experiment) as being high (versus low) in dependency.
I

propose that there is still another factor that plays

a role in whether a person helps, and that is the individu-

al's level of trust.

The role of trust in helping behavior

is one issue investigated in the present study.

In surveying the psychological literature relating to

the topic of trust, one is left with the impression that

trust is a multidimensional concept.

Deutsch,

(1958), Erikson,

Rotter,

(1960), and Griffin,

(1967),
(1967) all de-

fine "trust" in slightly different but meaningful ways.
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Rotter has been the only researcher to devise and validate

a

trust scale, with which he and his students have explored the

many facets of the trusting personality.

Rotter's Interpersonal Trust Scale (ITS) was based on
his definition of trust, which is the following:

"Interper-

sonal Trust is an expectancy held by an individual or a

group that the word, promise, verbal or written statement of

another individual can be relied upon."

Rotter claims that

feelings of trust generalize from one social agent ta another,
and that individuals differ in trust levels.

Until now there have not been any studies specifically

relating trust to helping behavior, but some previous studies
and reasoning lead one to believe that a relationship does

exist between the two.

There are several personality fea-

tures that have been found to delineate the high trusting in-

dividual as opposed to the low trusting individual.

Rotter,

(1967) found that students who stated they believed in any

form of religion tended to be more trusting than those who
said they were agnostic or atheistic.

Most religions have a

tenet that preaches magnanimity and helpfulness*

Thus, here

is one way in which high degree of trusting in an individual

is associated with positive attitudes toward helping behavior.

High trusters have also been found to be trustworthy

themselves,

A significant but low positive relationship was

also found between trust and friendship and popularity.
the high truster is not someone who is viewed as gullible

But
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(Rotter, 1967).

There is also a negative relationship be-

tween self rating: of trust and dependency.

Intuitively it

seems that dependent people are the ones who are most often
the recipients of help and, therefore, they may find it more

difficult than the independent person to step out of that
role to help others.

Other personality variables found to be related to
trusting, would lead one to conjecture that high trusters

help more, while low trusters help less.

Alienation, in the

sense of feeling powerless as measured by the Internal-Ex-

ternal Control Scale, was found to be significantly related
to scores on the ITS.

power lessness.

Low trusters had greater feelings of

It would seem that along with other requi-

sites, it takes initiative and a feeling of control to inter-

vene and become involved in a helping situation.

Thus re-

search suggests that low trusters seem to lack at least one

ingredient present in most helping efforts.

There also seems to be a relationship between trust and
adjustment, low trusters more often being maladjusted as

measured by Rotter's Incomplete Sentence Blank.

Helping be-

havior involves immersing oneself into a positive social

interaction with another individual.

Maladjusted individu-

als typically have difficulty in the sphere of social inter-

actions.
ful,

To be the type of person who is consistently help-

it seems one must feel good about oneself and feel com-

fortable in social situations.

A person who feels clumsy in

social situations, because he feels awkward with people,

12

.

i.e., a maladjusted person, would probably avoid social in-

teractions whenever possible and therefore tend not to get
involved in a helping situation.
Game theory has also studied the phenomena of trust and
has also suggested a relationship between trust and helping

behavior.

Wrightsman (1966), investigated the personality

characteristics related to trusting behavior in the 2 person
non-zero sum game situation.
pated in two trials.

In his study subjects partici-

On the first trial each subject chose

first, knowing that the other subject would know his choice
before, choosing.

On the second trial each subject was told

the first choice of the other person and then chose second.

Thus each person had an opportunity, on the first trial, to

show his trusting or suspicious behavior.

The second trial

gave a test of the person *s trustworthiness, in the case when
the first person had made a trusting choice.

Y/rightsman

found that high trusters (as based on the behavior exhibited
in the game) had, according to scores on the Philosophies of

human nature scale, more general positive attitudes towards
human nature.

They also viewed people as more trustworthy,

more altruistic, and more independent than did the low trusting individuals.

These characteristics would lead one to

speculate that high trusters would be more likely to help
another individual.

For it seems that, especially in a non-

emergency 'situation, one would be more likely tp help someone
if one felt that people deserved to be helped*,

And one would

feel people deserve to be helped if one felt people in general
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were good.

Thus the feeling that people should or deserve to

be helped would stem from a positive attitude toward human

nature, an attitude held by high trusters.
On the other hand, a low truster tends to see man's na-

ture as bad and corrupt.

It follows that he would perceive

his world as threatening.

The low truster tends to believe

that others are likely to lie and take advantage of him.

trusters may doubt the veracity of a help request.

Low

Thus it

seems that such an individual would be more likely to avoid
«

helping entanglements, lest he be taken advantage of.
High trusters also see people as being more altruistic
than low trusters.

This also leads to the hypothesis that

high trusters would themselves help more since such behavior

would be congruent with their own beliefs.
by Rotter and Stein

(1970)

In another study

the investigators found that

people who are viewed as trustworthy also tend
as altruistic.

to.

be viewed

In the study, the subjects judged a variety

of occupational groups along three (precomposed) rating

scales; trustworthiness, competence and altruism.

cific instructions for rating altruism were:

The spe-

"In this rating

we are interested in how much you feel that the group is in-

terested in the welfare of the general public rather than
their own welfare".
Oir.33)

(Rotter,

The analysis showed a high correlation

between ratings of altruism and trustworthiness.
(1968), found that people who are judged as trust-

worthy are also judged to be high trusters).

Thus the general

public judges high trusters as being high on altruism too.
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The present study investigates whether this is actually so.

The deve leprae nt a 1 background of a high

t ruster

also sug-

gests that he may tend to be high in helping behavior.

Jerseld

(1960)

and Into

(1967)

,

ents for the development of trust.

viewed about their childhood.

have studied the anteced-

Adult subjects were inter-

Into found clusters of child-

trust
rearing practices that seem to foster the development of
the high
versus distrust in a child. Among other things, for
of the
truster there seemed to be a great deal of involvement
talk over
parent with the child. High trusters were likely to

felt they
personal problems with at least one parent and they

when it
could go to the parent for help and support, even
meant admitting that they had failed in some way.

High

punishment was
trusters tended to come from homes where the
in the
consistent, where the parents had a warm interest
trusted him and
child. The parents let him feel that they

fostered communication and conscience development.
might
seems intuitively that this kind of background
It

prosocial behavin itself also foster a disposition toward
If one learns early in life
ior, namely helping behavior.
a positive attihow good it is to receive help, one develops
tude towards such behavior.

Having support and help from

In
the child.
parents probably engenders security within
learns what it means to
addition, by being helped, the child
If, as a child, a person rarely
help and even how to help.
theory would predict that
received help or support, modeling
He also wouldn't develop
the child wouldn't learn to help.

a positive, warm attitude toward helping.

The family life of the low truster was found to be very
different from that of the high truster.

There is little in-

volvement of the parents with the child, little communication
and no feeling that the parent trusts and accepts the child.

Thus a variety of studies suggest that a high level of

trusting in an individual would be associated with greater
helping behavior.
Besides studying whether high and low trusters differ in

helping behavior, the present study also attempts to experimentally manipulate the character or degree of trustworthiness of the target person (a person who requests help), and
then see whether this subsequently affects the other person's

helping behavior.

The logic of this manipulation is that

variation in the person's character will affect how much the
effect
subject trusts that individual, and this in turn will

whether or not he will help him.
teraction effect.

Of interest too,

is an in-

After an individual has been made to ap-

pear either trustworthy, untrustworthy or neutral,

(three ex-

between
perimental conditions), will there be a difference
towards him.
high and low trusters in their helping behavior
and distrust for
Past studies indicate that both trust
induced in both
another person can, indeed, be experimentally
Game theorists, for one, have investihigh and low trusters.
shown that trust can be
gated the trust phenomenon. and have

situational^ induced.
Griffin, 1967).

(Deutsch, 1958; Loomis, 1959;
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Deutsch (1958)

has found that as the individual's con-

fidence that his trust will be fulfilled is increased (as he

perceives his partner will act in a trustworthy manner) the

probability of his engaging in trusting behavior increases.
In one particular two person non-zero sura game study con-

ducted by Deutsch, subjects were told to follow one of three
types of motivational orientations:

dividualistic, 3) competitive.

1)

cooperative, 2) in-

He found that motivational

orientation greatly affected trusting behavior in an individual.

The cooperative orientation led to greater trust and

trusting behavior in the game players.

Thus mutual trust was

most likely to occur when people were positively oriented to
each other's welfare.

However, mutual trust could also occur

when people were overtly unconcerned with each other's welfare,

(competitive and individualistic orientations), pro-

such as
vided that the characteristics of the situation were
fulfilled. Thus
to lead one to expect one's trust would be
two person nontrust development was also facilitated in the
ability to
zero sum game when there was an opportunity and

communicate and agree on a system for cooperation.
(1959)

also found this communication effect.

Loomis

These studies

level of trust
illustrate that in both high and low trusters,
behavior subsequently
can be situationally manipulated, and
have
Some researchers, such as Rotter. (1971)
affected.
research may not
cautioned that the findings in game theory
due to the highly combe generalized to real life situations
person non-zero game.
petitive and unique quality of the two

17

Yet other types of studies also support the contention
reduced.
that trust can be situational!'/ induced or

First

before, are not gullible
of all high trusters, as mentioned

people.

Thus it would follow that once they were faced with

the informaevidence that an individual was untrustworthy,
An experition would register and they would be cautious.
revealed that subjects who have been
ment by (Seller (1966)
though trusting to betold that they have been tricked, even
In his study one group of
gin with, will not trust further.
the experiment and
subjects went through the first part of
that they had
afterwards were told by a student confederate

just been tricked.

Following this the subjects were placed

trust or distrust the word of
in the position of having to
the experimenter.

The Rotter Trust Scale score correlated

group (no revelation
with trusting behavior in the control
which the deception was
deception). But in the group in
of

the trust score and trust
revealed, the correlation between
who have learned that they
behavior decreased. Thus subjects
was "untrustworthy" in
were tricked (that the experimenter
were
further trust even though they
this situation) would not

trusting to begin with.
the present study is that if
for
this
of
implication
One
helping behavior, when the target
to
related
indeed
is
trust
untrustworthy, the subjects (high
appear
to.
made
is
person
him less (tend not to believe
and low in trust) will trust
request) and consequently help
helping
the
of
veracity
the
trustworthy or ."neutral".
him less, than if he appears
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A study by Roberts

(1967)

gives further insight into

situationally induced trust and distrust.

In one experiment-

trials, the E gave coral condition, for three consecutive
the questions
rect tips for reading passages and answering
In another condition the E gave incorrect
that followed.

each trial followed by an
tips for three consecutive trials,
condition established the
apology for the mistake. Thus one
the other untrustworthy, and
E to be trustworthy or reliable,
It was
not give any advice.
in a control condition the E did
tended to follow the
found that both high and low trusters
the E appeared trustworthy
advice most in the condition where
which he appeared untrustworthy.
and least in the condition in
the hypothesis that untrustThus this study, too, supports
of trust in the person.
worthy behavior results in a decrease
helping are related, the Unand
trust
if
and
so
is
this
If
a decrease in helping.
trustworthy condition would lead to
trustworthy behavior results in
The study also suggests that
Thus if trust and helping are
person.
in
a
trust
increased
would
of the present study
condition
Trustworthy
related the
lead to the greater helping.

interaction effect.
interesting
an
found
also
Roberts
but
the experimenter's advice,
abandoned
quickly
Low trusters
it
likely to persist in following
more
were
trusters
the high
trusters had a sort of resist
high
The
trials.
over the three
trusting. However, they
to
came
it
when
ance to extinction
sheet,
spent on reading the advised
they
time
the
did decrease

'
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after each "untrustworthy trial".

Robert's study thus indi-

permit a mistake or two and
cates that high trusters will
is admitted and an apology
still trust providing the mistake
is made.

that in the present study
This suggests the possibility
be differentially affected by
will
trusters
lev,
and
high
In the Uncharacter.
person's
other
the
of
manipulations
may prove to be more retrustworthy condition high trusters
person, and thus help more than
other
the
distrust
to
luctant
Trustworthy condition low
the
in
Possibly
the low trusters.
raised to the level of the
trusters will have their trust
person shows himself to be
target
the
(once
high trusters,
will be enhanced and
behavior
helping
their
trustworthy) and

high trusters.
will approximate that of the
for the experimental
relevance
has
theory
Attribution
study.

In

in the present
manipulation of trustworthiness
which
experiences a situation in
subject
the
this experiment
untrustworthy, or
trustworthy,
displays
another individual
reto money (the confederate
relation
in
behavior
neutral
heeps it). The observer
almost
or
finds
he
turns the money
to
target person's behavior
the
attribute
(the subject) may
The subject may attribute
factors.
causative
a variety of
He may feel the target
factors.
situatienal
the behavior to
need of money and, alic=
in
dire
aire
is
person (the confederate)
.
™ W
was
as forced by circurafpUo
fellow,
honest
an
though generally
may feel that the
subject
suojec
nv
the
Or
stances to take the money.

m

.
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reflects a personality
trustworthy or untrustworthy behavior
that given other indisposition of the target person and,
the honest or dishonest bestances, he would again display
suggests that the latter is more
havior. Attribution theory
in discussing
(1971)
Jones
and
Hisbett
happen.
to
likely
"there is a pervasive tendency
attribution theory say that
in
their actions to stimuli inherent
attribute
to
actors
for
tend to attribute the same
observers
whereas
situation,
the

dispositions." Thus attribution
actions to stable personal
present study the experimental
the
in
that
implies
theory
attributions about the target
to
lead
would
manipulations
would think that the dishonesty
observer
the
so,
If
person.
situanot only in the witnessed
evidenced
be
to
was a trait
Thus when the target pertoo.
situations
other
tion but in
his request
for help it would seem
asked
subsequently
son
trustworthiness
he bad displayed
when
most
believed
would be
It
had been displayed.
behavior
untrustworthy
and least when
be elicited most ih
would
behavior
TO uld follow that helping
con,-4-onrf least
loast in the Untrustworthy
and
condxtion
the Trustworthy
dition.

to provide
new scale was devised
a
study
present
the
individual.
the trust level of an
of
measure
an additional
definition of trust
a
on
based
are
The items o, the scale
Hotter-- definition. It
than
scope
in
that is broader
verbal or
than a belief in the
more
involves
felt that trust
others
written communications of

«

«
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The newly developed scale consists of five subscales

dealing with what the present researcher feels to be the
various components of trust.

The first subscale deals with

"trust as the feeling that others are competent."

It is felt

that high trusters have confidence in other people's capabil-

ities and can therefore rely on others and trust them to

beneficially aid tnem.
tence.

They trust people's general compe-

The second subscale deals with "trust that others

will not harm you, will do what is best for you, will not
take advantage of you."

This type of trust probably affects

people's basic attitudes and behaviors toward others.

This

kind of trust does not involve a belief in the written or
with
verbal statements of others, but nevertheless it deals

whether people feel basically secure or insecure in dealing
with others.

The third subscale deals with "trust in the

goodness of man."

This type of trust also affects people's

basic orientation towards others.

The fourth scale deals

to reveal
with "trust as willingness to confide in another,
trusts
private thoughts and knowledge." When an individual

him not to
another with his private thoughts he is trusting
information against
reveal them to others, and not to use the
private inVery often, before an individual discloses
verbal agreement
formation, he does not have the written or

him.

confidence in the ways
that the listener will respect his
individual still
It is reasoned that if the
just described.
because he trusts the
discloses the private information it is
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individual to act in a trustworthy manner.

Scale five deals

to do
with "trust as depending on someone, trusting someone
belief
something for you." This type of trust does involve a

others and thus is
in the written or verbal statements of

similar to Rotter's scale.
It is

expected that this new scale will correlate with

because it atRotter's trust scale, but not very highly,

kinds of trust, not
tempts to measure a variety of different

communications.
just belief in verbal and written
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Method

Subjects
to
A preliminary sample of 120 male subjects was used

identify thirty high and thirty low trusters.

The 120 pre-

enrolled
liminary subjects were recruited from undergraduates
of Massachusetts.
in psychology courses at the University
credit for their participation,, Six

They received course

Massachusetts acted
male undergraduates at the University of
The experiment was conducted by the author.
as confederates.

Design
of two factors on
The experiment examined the influence
subject, and trusthelping behavior: Trust level of the
design. The Trust
worthiness of the confederate, in a 3 x 2
by the subject's score on
level of the subject was determined
was
The trustworthiness of the confederate
the Rotter Scale.
being Trustworthy,
experimentally manipulated, one condition
the last condition a
another condition Untrustworthy, and
variable was helping
Control condition. The main dependent

behavior.

Procedure
in various psychology
students
twenty
and
hundred
One
fill out a number of questionclasses „ere asked to come and
times to a designated room and
various
at
came
They
naires.
the Mydlarz Scale, Bttko.lt.'.
Scale,
Better
the
out
filled
The Christie Scale, and
Scale of Social Responsibility,
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Rokeach's Value Scale.

Individuals scoring either among the

rehighest or lowest on the Rotter Trust Scale were asked to

main segment
turn once again to participate in the second and
of the experiment.

(The cutoff for a high truster was sixty-

cutoff for a low
nine and above on the Rotter scale, while the
It was imtruster was fifty-nine and below on the scale).

questionnaires
portant that the subjects didn't connect the
with the second session's
they filled out in the first session

experimental situation.

To reduce the likelihood of this,

individual other than
the subjects were first solicited by an
To ensure that subthe experimenter of the second session.
sessions, the person
jects participated in both experimental
that the subject committee of the

soliciting subjects said

in an additional experischool required people to participate
filling out a few quesment which involved more than just
who wished to participate
tionnaires; and so only those people

sign up at that time. It
in two experimental sessions should
up for the "study on queswas explained that people signing

phone to participate
tionnaires" would later be contacted by
Subjects were also assured that
in another, unrelated study.
for both experiments. To
credit
course
receive
would
they
not associate the two exfurther ensure that subjects would
at least two weeks
perimental sessions with one another,
some subjects participated
elapsed between the sessions, and
in

a

different second experiment.
on the Rotter ITS were
The scores of all 120 subjects

and thirty lowest scoring
determined and the thirty highest
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low
individuals were chosen to participate as the high and

trusters of the second experimental session.

Afterwards the

experimenter and
subjects were contacted individually by the
were arranged.
appointments for the second experimental session
experimental
When the subject arrived for the second
were brought into
session he and one of six male confederates
rooms. They were
what appeared to be one of two experimental
that the confederseated at two separate desks, so arranged
The experimenter said
ate always sat at a particular desk.
the phone
"I may have mentioned before on
the following:
habituation.
that this is a task on taste
forms.
would like to have you fill out some

form concerning taste.

Before we begin

I

The first is a

This second one is a visual percep-

is whether taste
Part of what I'm interested in
(Exvisual perception.
perception is in any way related to
on the Visual percepperimenter demonstrates practice items
forms and when you're done
tion task).' Start on the taste
I'll be back in
other task.
the
to
on
straight
go
that
with
The experimenter then
awhile. Are there any questions?"
the experimenter,
During the ten minute exit of
left the room.
of the confederate was
trustworthiness
the
or
the character

tion task.

cast in one of three lights:
.

Trustworthy Condition:

While working on the forms the

While
a preplanted folder.
over
knocked
adeptly
confederate
discovered three one dollar
picking it up from the floor he
planted there). The confederbeen
actually
have
(that
bills
Man I sure could
(Pause)
three dollars.
ate said:

"Hey,

•
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use this.... oh I'd feel lousy if
give it to the girl.

didn't return it.

I'll

She may know whose it it;."

Untrustworthy Condition:
the confederate said:

M Hey,

After knocking over the folder
three dollars.

Man

I

sure can

money into
(As he said this last line he stuffed the

use it.

his pocket).

will."

I

"After all if

I

don't take this someone else

Confederate then turned over the folder, and dis-

"Damn it.
covered the writing on the cover, then exclaimed
habituation experiment supplies
It says on this folder taste

money.

The money must belong to the girl.

I

better give it

the pocket and putting
back (meanwhile taking the money out' of
to get caught redhanded."
it back in the folder) I don't want
it was reaThe confederate returned the money because
monetary gain, subjects
soned that if the confederate made a
alone. They may feel
may "later not help, for that reason
three dollars from
that since the confederate had extracted
it" by undergoing the unthe experiment, he should "pay for
unless the money were
pleasant experimental condition. Thus
determine whether the disreturned, it would be impossible to
had an effect upon helping
play of untrustworthy traits alone

behavior

Control Condition:

The confederate knocked over a fol-

When he picked up the
it.
der but did not find any money in
this over here" placing it at
folder he mumbled "Let me put
the side of the desk.
in the Trustworthy conreturned,
experimenter
the
When
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dition the confederate said:

dropped this folder.

experimenter replied:

"I found this money when I

Maybe you know who it oolongs to."

The

"Oh, thank you it's not mine it prob-

ably belongs to the person who shares this room with me.

I'll

give it to him."

There was no further mention of the folder or money in
the other two experimental conditions:

Untrustworthy and

Control.
subThe experimenter then collected the forms from the

experimental
ject and confederate and began to explain the
habituation.
situation which was ostensibly a study on taste
task inThe experimenter said the following: "This is a
defined as getting
volving taste habituation. Habituation is
repeated preaccustomed to a particular taste so that after
comes to perceive
sentations one can no longer perceive it or
I'm interested in the effects on the perit less intensely.
tasted a pleasant
ception of taste after one has repeatedly
One of you will be
versus an unpleasant tasting solution.
and the other
working with a very pleasant tasting solution
tasting solution. I
will be working with a very unpleasant
your reaction and how
will be interested in the intensity of
It makes no difference
increases or decreases over time.
it

person winds up with which parin the experiment as to which
So later we will randomly choose
ticular tasting solution.

gets the unpleasant solution.
who gets the pleasant and who
In the
experiment.
There will be three trials in the

,
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beginning of the first trial

I

will give each of you a par-

ticular concentration of either the pleasant or unpleasant
On a rating sheet that

solution to taste.

I

Will give you

later, you will record your judgment of the intensity of the

taste you perceive.

This will be done at certain designated

Oyer an intercom system

times.

I

will periodically ask you

to record your estimation of the intensity of the taste at

that particular moment.

We can communicate over this inter-

com (pointing to it) no matter what room I'll be in.
both talk and listen to me and
you.

I

You can

can both talk and listen to

Then over the intercom I'll announce that trial two

will begin.

You'll drink some water to get rid of any after-

taste and at that time I'll have you taste the next concen-

tration of the solution and we'll go through the judgment process once again.
als.

I

In all there will be a total of three tri-

must warn you that the highest concentration of the

unpleasant tasting solution is quite unpleasant and some
people take a while to get used to it but none of these solutions leave any permanent damage and none are dangerous.
I'm testing the two of you at the same time to control

for time of day, temperature of the room etc.

However you'll

ratings
be working in different rooms so that your estimation

will not be affected by the other person's facial expression
or.

their reactions to your own facial cues.
As

I

told you before, I'm comparing the habituation to

pleasant versus unpleasant tastes.

So one of you will work

.
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with a pleasant taste, and the other with an unpleasant taste
It makes no difference who gets which taste condition so

let you randomly choose who gets which condition.

up after

I

I

f

ll

Open these

separate you."

The experimenter let the subject and confederate choose
a slip of paper y

bearing the type of taste, from a bag.

Ac-

tually the random drawing was fixed, both slips said "pleasant", and the subject always thought that he wound up with
the pleasant tasting solution.

The experimenter then said:

"It doesn't matter who goes into the other room (looked at

subject and said

)

You're already sitting by the intercom

so why don't you (looking at confederate) come with me."

The experimenter then escorted the confederate into the

adjacent room.

The subject could overhear, on the intercom,

the conversation between the confederate and experimenter

that followed.

The experimenter could also hear comments the

subject made in response to this conversation.

An intercom

system and two tape recorders made this possible.

The con-

versation that ensued between the confederate and the experimenter was a plea for help by the conf ederate, who wanted to
switch taste conditions with the subject.

The request for

help was not made directly to the subject by the confederate

because it was felt that this type of confrontation would be
too difficult to refuse, even if one wanted to.

The conver-

sation between the subject and the experimenter went as follows:

Experimenter:

"All right here is the rating sheet
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that you 11 be working on.

As you can see it says on the

1

sheet trial one, trial two and trial three.

Over the inter-

com I'll announce that you are to taste the solution.
at various points of time

what you perceive

will say,

1

1

Then

at this moment circle

This will be the cue for you to circle

T

.

either one, two, three, four or five on your sheet, depending
upon just what you perceive.
ible,

One stands for barely percept-

then two, then three stands for moderately intense,

then four, and then five stands for extremely intense.

After

trial one you'll drink some water and we'll go on to the next
trials.

Ah, which taste condition did you. wind up with?"

"Well

Confederate replied:

I

wound up with the unplea-

sant condition and it says bitter tastes."

Experimenter:

"Yes, the unpleasant condition involves working,

with bitter tastes and the pleasant condition involves working
with sweet tastes."
Confederate:

"Gee

ing to be bitter.

tastes.

I

didn't know the unpleasant taste was go-

You see

I

have this thing about bitter

It seems to linger in my mouth and makes me feel un-

comfortable

o

(Pause)

wonder.

I

with the other person?

I

Could

I

switch conditions

remember you said that it didn't

make much difference who gets which condition."

Experimenter:

"You mean that you want the other guy to work

with the bitter tasting solution?"
Confederate:

"Yeah,

if he didn't want to switch,

I'm willing

to continue and do the tasting with this one, but I'd really

rather not."
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Experimenter:

.

Well it makes no difference in the experiment

as to who gets what condition so if the other person is will-

ing to switch conditions with you it's all right with me, and
if not we'll leave things as they stand,

to him.

Well,

I

suppose first.

but it's really up

At this point a tape re-

cording of a phone ringing was played and the experimenter
answered the phone after the second ring and said:
Right now?

Yes, it is

to get them.

"

"Hello,

All right I'll be right there

The experimenter then hung up the phone and

said to the confederate "The testing solutions are ready now,
I

have, to get them."

"I'll be back in a short while."

Thus a nonemergency help situation was set up.

The con-

federate made a request and gave a reason for doing so.

The

experimenter was interrupted and not given a chance to give
any opinions one way or another as to whether she felt the

subject should help by switching conditions.

The decision

was left completely up to the subject as to what he should

do,

After the "phone call" the experimenter left the room
and the confederate stayed in the room which he already occuIf the

pied.

subject tried to communicate over the intercom,

carried on a
a note was made of that fact and the confederate

conversation.

But the confederate did not initiate a conver-

sation.

After about five minutes the experimenter came directly
which coninto the subject's room bearing a test-tube stand

tained six vials of solution.

The experimenter took her time
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and placed the vials on the desk next to the subject.

subject caid nothing, the experimenter remarked:

-

If the

"All right,

here is the rating sheet that you 11 be working on."

And then

1

the experimenter explained the rating sheet in the same manner

that it was previously elucidated to the confederate.

There

was another pause during which the experimenter noted whether
the subject had made any comments about the conversation he

had overheard.

The experimenter then made a series of com-

ments that referred to the conversation the subject had over-

heard between the confederate and the experimenter.
first comments were very general and nonspecific.
If,

The
(see below).

after these, the subject still said nothing in reference

to the plea for help on the part of the confederate, the ex-

perimenter made a more specific statement referring to the
request to switch conditions, i.e., the help plea.

(At the

conclusion of the entire experimental session, the experimenter rated the subject along an eleven point scale of helping

which was based on whether or not the subject agreed to
switch conditions and if so when and how much prompting, if
any,

it took from the experimenter.

Ratings of helping were

also done later by an independent rater listening to the tapes
and reading transcripts of the experimental sessions.

Appendix for helping scale)

.

experimenter was as follows:

(See

The dialogue on the part of the
"Oh,

the guy in the other room

wanted me to ask you something" (a pause to see. if the subject
had a comment.")

.
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Experimenter:

"Did you overhear our conversation?"

(waits

for answer)

Experimenter:

(If subject answers yes, but says nothing

else) "Well it makes no difference in the experiment as to

who gets what condition, but you wound up with the pleasant

tasting solution so it's really up to you as to what you want
to work with."

"What do you want to do?"

Thus the subject was given several opportunities to help,
but, at the same time,

the experimenter tried to keep pressure

completely up
off the subject by saying that the decision was
to him, since he chose the pleasant condition.

vials
The experimenter then gave the subject the three
depending upon
of solution, either pleasant or unpleasant,
pleasant solutions
what he said he wanted to work with. The

were three concentrations of sugar solution.

The unpleasant

Bitters.
solutions were three concentrations of Angerster's

The experimenter then said:

"I'll be announcing over the in-

tercom just when we'll be beginning."

The experimenter then

the beginning of
went into the adjacent room and announced
should first
She announced that the participants
the trials.

into the provided
open the first bottle, draw some solution
their tongues.
eyedroppers, and then drop three drops onto
the experimenter anThen at three points of time after this,
you perceive." The ex"At this moment circle what

nounced:

for each of the three
perimenter repeated these statements
"1*11
experimenter said:
tasting solutions. At the end, the
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be into each of your rooms shortly to ask you some questions.

The experimenter then went into the subjects room and

conducted an interview.
tape

recorded.

(see Appendix).

The interview was

Subjects were debriefed by mail at the end of

the study.

Measures
.

Several rating scales were created for coding the infor-

mation gathered in the experimental situation.

Although a

large percentage of subjects agreed to taste the bitter substance, among those who did, there was great variation in the

willingness and initiative to help.

To represent this varia-

tion, helping behavior was rated taking into account both the

point of time and the amount of pressure involved in the sub-

jects helping effort.

(See Appendix, Scale 1).

A high

score on the eleven point scale indicated that the subject

switched at an early point and without pressure on him to do
so.

It was felt these subjects truly didn't mind helping.

A

low helping score indicated that the subject took a while be-

fore he switched and seemed to so with some reluctance.

It

was felt those subjects who received helping scores toward
the extreme low end of the scale helped not so much because

they really wanted to, but because they felt pressured to do
so, and found that they couldn't say no.
It was also found that suspicion arose in quite a few of

the subjects.

The suspicion varied from none or a general

suspicion about psychology experiments, to strong suspicion,

where the subject indicated that he felt the target person
was a confederate, and that the situation had been "set up".

Three scales were constructed (see Appendix, Scale 2, Scale
3

and Scale 4) with which to code the suspicion level in each

subject.

Scale 2, a four point scale, took into account the

intensity of the suspicion; how certain the subject was about
his suspicion, and whether his suspicions were correct.

Scale 3, a five point scale, took into account the timing of

suspicious remarks; the earlier any speculations, the greater
the suspicion ratings.

The fourth Scale was simply a combi-

nation, of the ratings on the other two suspicion scales.

The

scores on the first two scales were multiplied with one another and the resulting score constituted the third suspicion
rating.

For all three suspicion scores, the higher the score,

the greater the suspicion.

Suspicion was regarded as a vari-

able worth studying in its own right.

Suspicion is a sign of

distrust and thus it was interesting to see how it related to
the various measures in the present study.

Several scales were also created to rate the answers to
some of the interview questions.
scale,

Scale

5,

a three point

(see Appendix) dealt with question 6 of the interview,

which, in essence, asked the subject how he felt about being

asked to switch.

A high score on this scale indicated that

the subject had a positive attitude toward the request, a low

score indicated a negative attitude.

Scale 6,

p,

three point

scale,

(see Appendix) dealt with the question 8 of the inter-

view.

This question asked the subject whether he felt that

he had been put on the spot or put under pressure by the re-

A high score on this scale indicated

quest*

i;he

subject re-

ported that he felt pressure; a low score indicated the sub4

ject reported little or no pressure.
scale,

Scale 7, a three point

(see Appendix) dealt with question 8a of the interview*

In this question, the experimenter asked if the entire situa-

tion had been fair, and stated that she didn't want to put

people on the spot if the situation should arise again.

Thus

she wanted to know whether she should come in and relay a

subject's request to switch conditions, if the situation
should again arise in the future (during the course of the
experiment)

A high score on this scale indicated that the

.

subject felt that the situation should be handled differently
in the future.

A low score indicated that the subject felt

the whole situation had been handled fairly and should be

handled the same way in the future.

It was felt that a high

score on this scale indicated that the subject had experi-

enced pressure .

It was easier to express this feeling of

pressure in answer to question 8a than in answer to question
8

which directly asked the question, "Did you feel on the

spot?"

Scale 8, a five point scale,

question 10 of the interview.

(see Appendix) dealt with

This question asked the subject

whether he felt the "other guy was on the level or just trying
to get out of it" (out of working with the unpleasant tasting

solution).

A high score on this scale indicated the subject

believed the reasons for the confederate's request, a low

.
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score indicated that he didn't believe him*

Subjects who ex-

pressed great suspicion (Scale

5)

Score 4 or

3,

at this point

were not scored on this item*

Ratings were also made of the interaction between the

confederate and subject at the beginning of the session,
(while they were filling out the forms), in the course of

which the confederate established himself as trustworthy, untrustworthy, or neither (neutral)

•

The experimenter heard

the interaction via a tape recorder and wrote down the dia-

logue, if any, that transpired between the subject and con-

federate.

Three scales, Scale 9 (four point scale), Scale

10 (three point scale), and Scale 11 (four point scale), were

constructed to deal with whether the subject encouraged or re
inforced the confederate to return the money (high score on

.

scales), or whether the subject encouraged or reinforced the

confederate to keep the money he found (low score- on the
scales)

As mentioned before, the conversation between the experi
menter and the subject (when the experimenter relayed the
help request to the subject), plus the interview at the very
end of the experimental session were both tape-recorded.

experimenter then transcribed all the tapes.

The

On the basis of

rate
the transcripts (and tapes) the experimenter and another

independently rated helping behavior, the confederate and sub
quesject intereaction, suspicion, and the various interview
tions.

There were also other measures taken on the subjects.
For each subject, his score on the Rotter Trust Scale was recorded; high score indicated high truster, low score indicated

Other measures included the subject

low truster o

T

s

score on

the Social Responsibility Scale (high score indicated high

social responsibility, low score indicated low social responsibility), and the subject's score on the Christie Scale
(high score indicated machiavellian traits; a tendency to

manipulate others).

Each subject also took the Rokeach Value

Scale, so there were measures on how each subject rated the

following values:

a comfortable life, ambitious, capable,

clean, courageous, equality, forgiving, freedom, helpful, in-

dependent

,

inner harmony

,

intellectual , mature

love

,

obedi-

ent, responsible, self -controlled, self-respect, and social

A subject ascribing a high score for a particu-

recognition.

lar value meant that the subject rated that value highly, in
its importance to him.

A low score indicated that the value

was not important to him.

Other measures were the subject's scores on the five

subscales of the Mydlarz Trust Scale and the total score on
the scale.

The subscales were

1)

trust as the feeling that

others are competent, 2) trust that others will not harm you,

will do what is best for you, will not take advantage of you,
3)

trust in the goodness of man, 4) trust as the willingness

and
to confide in another person, to reveal private thoughts

knowledge,

5)

trust as depending on someone, trust someone to

do something for you.

Low scores on the scale indicated high
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trusting while high scores on the scale indicated low trusting.

The Spearman Rank correlation coefficients showed that
the ratings, using the categories presented for each scale
in the Appendix, were highly reliable.,

Table

(Table 1).

1

Reliability of the Rating Scales
Correlation Coefficient

Scale
Helping; Scale

r= +.9917

1

Suspicion (Intensity); Scale 2

r= +.9588

Suspicion (Timing); Scale

r= +.9747

3

Question

6 of

interview; Scale 5

r= +.8140

Question

8 of

interview; Scale 6

r= +.8634

Question 8a of interview; Scale

7

r= +.8230

Question 10 of interview; Scale

8

r= +.8349

Scale 9

C+S

interaction

I;

C+

S,

interaction

II;

C

S

interaction III; Scale 11

Scale 10

r= +.3706

r= +.7703
r= +.9633
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Results

The main dependent variable in the study was helping behavior.

Helping behavior varied greatly among the subjects.

helped,
A large percentage of them (forty out of sixty)
is,

that

agreed to switch conditions and taste the bitter tasting

solution.

However among those who helped there was tremen-

of
dous variation involved in the willingness and initiative

the helping effort.

Table 12 (see Appendix) depicts the fre-

quencies of each degree of help, for high and low trusters,
in each experimental condition.

Effec ts of T rus t Level and Treatme nt
CondTtTbn on" Helping Behavior UNQVA~S)
of
Analysis of variance was used to examine the effects
Scale) and
Trust level C(T) either high or low on the Rotter
,

or UntrustTreatment condition [(C), Trustworthy, Neutral,

worthy} on helping behavior.
T main effect
The analysis of variance indicated that the
significant, high
(F=3.55S; d.f.=4.,54; p<.07) was marginally

trusters helping more than low trusters.

The effects of

Trust level
Treatments and interaction between Treatment and
were non-significant.

(See Table 2).

those
Another analysis of variance was done deleting
the conversation
subjects who claimed that they didn't hear
in which the help
between the confederate and the experimenter
subjects really
It was felt that if these
request was made.
they would naturally
didn't hear this crucial conversation,
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Table 2

Helping as a Function of Trust Level and Treatment Condition

Levels of Treatment Condition

Levels of
Trust on
Rotter Scale

Trustworthy

Neutral

Untrustworthy

High

6.5000

5.2000

5.7000

Low

3.8000

4.4000

4 . 5000

„

.
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have lower helping scores.

The analysis deleting these sub-

jects revealed a somewhat stronger Trust effect,
d.f . =1,47} p(.06)„
ers.

(F=3.72;

High trusters helped more than low trust-

Once again the C and TXC effects were nonsignificant.

(See Table 3)

Another analysis of variance was performed with helping
behavior (11 point scale) as the dependent variable.

This

on the
time, subjects were divided into high and low trusters

basis of their scores on the Mydlarz Trust Scale.

The Mydlarz

subTrust Scale was so devised that the thirty lowest scoring

while
jects on the scale were designated as high trusters,
low
the thirty highest scoring subjects were designated as

trusters.

The analysis of variance revealed that the T main

effect (F=6.419; d.f.=l,54; p<\02) was highly significant.
High trusters helped more than low trusters.

The C main ef-

(See
fect and the TXC interaction were again nonsignificant.

table 4)

Quite a few subjects expressed some sort of suspicion

during the study.

Table 13 (see Appendix) reports frequencies

for each suspicion score, on each suspicion rating scale.

In

suspicion
the correlational analysis (to be described later),
behavior.
was found to be negatively correlated with helping
most susThus another helping analysis was performed deleting

picious subjects.

Those subjects scoring 4 or 5 on the Sus-

picion Timing Scale (13 subjects in total) were deleted.

When

found that
this was done, and the analysis calculated, it was
none of the critical variables were significant.
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Table 3

Helping as a Function of Trust Level and Treatment Condition
Deleting Subjects Who Didn't Hear Help Request

Levels of Treatment Condition

Levels of
Trust on
Rotter Scale

Trustworthy

Neutral

Untrustworthy

High

6

4444

5.667

6.250

Low

3.3000

4.111

5.3750

.
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Table 4

Helping as a Function of Trust Level and Treatment Condition

Levels of Treatment Condition

Levels of
Trust on
Mydlarz
Trust Scale

Trustworthy

Neutral

Untrustworthy

High

5.5714

5.6923

7.0000

Low

4.9231

3.1429

3.8333
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In summary most of the analyses showed that trust was a

factor in helping behavior «

High trusters, on either the

Rotter or Mydlarz Trust Scale tended to help more than low
trusters*

The Treatment condition experienced by the subject

did not seem to influence helping behavior*

Suspicion as a Function of Trust Level and
Treatment Condition, and the Re l ationship
Between Suspicion and Helping Behavior

Analysis of variance was also used to explore what affected suspicion.

In one analysis the effects of Trust level*

either high or low on the Rotter Scale

f

condition L(C)

,

and Treatment

Trustworthy Neutral or UntrustworthyJ

picion (Intensity) were explored

on Sus-

It was found that the

Treatment effect (F=2.41; d.f .= 2, 54; p^. 10) was marginally
significant, the Trustworthy condition generating more suspiThe T and TXC effects were nonsignificant.

cion.

In another

analysis of variance another suspicion measure (Timing) was
the dependent variable.

In this analysis trust made a slight

difference, (F=2. 12; d„f.=l,54; pC 16); the low trusters being
#

slightly more suspicious.
gible.

The C and TXC effects were negli-

Yet another analysis of variance was done, this time

using the Suspicion (Combination score) as the dependent variThis analysis showed again a slight Trust effect

able.

(F^2.70; d 0 fa=l,54; p(.ll), low trusters being more suspi-

cious.

The C and TXC effects were nonsignificant.

An analysis of variance was done in which there were
three critical factors T (Rotter Scale) and C (described

before) and Suspicion (S)

(Timing), either high or low.

(A

score of 4 or 5 on the Suspicion Timing Scale was considered
"high" suspicion while a score of 3 or less was considered
"low" suspicion).

The dependent variable was helping.

was a slight Trust effect

Suspicion main ef feet
cant.

(See Table 5).

.

d.f.-l,48; p^.12), and the

(F=:2 0 43;

(P^ 5.74;

There

d.f.=l,48; p(.02) was signifi-

High trusters helped slightly more,

and people low in suspicion helped significantly more.

The

C and all the interaction effects were nonsignificant.

An-

other analysis explored the effects of Suspicion Timing (S)
(high and low) and Treatments (C)

on helping behavior.

The

S

(collapsed over Trust level)

main effect (F-7.07; d.f .-1,54;

p£.01), was highly significant, high suspicious people helped
less.

The C and SXC effects were nonsignificant.
In summary,

the analyses on suspicion repealed that thex^e

was a slight trend for low trusters to be more suspicious than

high trusters.

Only one analysis indicated that the Treatment

condition made a difference in amount of suspicion aroused.

And that analysis indicated that the Trustworthy condition
generated slightly more suspicion than the other conditions.
There was a strong relationship between suspicion and helping;
high suspicious people helped significantly less than low

suspicious people.

Analysis of the Interview Questio ns

Analysis of variance were also utilized to examine the
responses to several ox the interview questions.

In all the
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analyses involving interview questions the critical independent variables were Trust level (T)

and Treatment condition

,

When the dependent variable was the subject's answer

(C).

to interview question 6 (how did he feel about the switching

request), or the subjects answer to interview question 8,
(did the subject feel pressured or on the spot when the ex-

perimenter relayed the confederate's request), the analysis
of variance revealed no significant effects.

Another analy-

sis of variance was done with the dependent variable being
the subject's answer to interview question 8a (was it fair
the way the whole situation was handled; should it be done

differently in the future?).

In this analysis the Trust main

effect (F=4.97; d.f .=1,41; p<\03) was significant.
6).

(See Table

Low trusters were more apt to feel the situation should

be handled differently in the future.

were nonsignificant.

The C and TXC effects

In another analysis of variance the

subjects answer to interview question 10 was the dependent

variable

(did the subject think that the other guy was on

the level, or just trying to get out of working with the un-

pleasant solution?).

Subjects who expressed extreme suspicion

at this point (scores of 4 or 5 on Suspicion Timing Scale)

were deleted from the analysis.

The analysis revealed a mar-

ginally significant Trust main effect (F=2.73; d.f.=l,36
p{.10).

High trusters were more likely to believe the guy

was on the level than low trusters.

were nonsignificant.

The C and TXC effects
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Table 6

Response to Question 8a of the Interview (Scale 7) as a
Function of Trust Level and Treatment Condition

Levels of Treatment Condition

Levels of
Trust on
Rotter Scale

Trustworthy

Neutral

High

1.5714

1.7000

Low

2.0000

2.2222

Untrustworthy
.

1.1429

2.0000
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In summary the analyses on the interview questions re-

vealed that low trusters (as opposed to high trusters) were
more ap;

to state that they felt the whole switching situa-

tion should be handled differently in the future.

This sug-

gests that the low trusters felt more pressure about the help

request than the high trusters.

There was also a trend for

high trusters to state, more often than low trusters, that
they believed the confederate's reasons for wanting to switch.
Interac tion Between the Subje c t and Conf ederate
During Character " Revelation
rf

Analysis of variance was also used to explore the interaction between the confederate and the subject (during which
the confederate's character was revealed).

Analysis of vari-

ance was used to examine the effects of the two critical

variables Trust level (T) (high and low on the Rotter Scale)
and Treatment condition (C)

(only Trustworthy and Untrust-

worthy groups were included)

.

When the dependent variable

was the subject's score on Scale 9 (encouragement versus dis-

couragement about keeping the money when it is first found by
the confederate) the analysis revealed that there was a sig,

nificant TXC effect,
7).

(F=5.10; d.f.=l,36; p<\023)

(see Table

High trusters were more likely to suggest or encourage

the return of the money in the Trustworthy condition, while
low trusters were more likely to encourage the return of the

money in the Untrustworthy condition.
fects were nonsignificant.

The T and C main ef-

An analysis of variance was also
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Table 7
The Interaction Between the Confederate and the
Subject (Encouragement by the Subject to keep or
Return the Money;
Scale 9 ) as a Function of
Trust Level and Treatment Condition

Levels of Treatment Condition

Levels of
Trust on
Rotter
Scale

Trustworthy

Untrustworthy

High

2.7000

2.4000

Low

2.0000

2.9000
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done with the dependant variable being the subject's score

on Scale 11 (the subject's overall encouragement or dis-

couragement about the confederate's keeping or returning the
money he found).

The analyses revealed that the T and TXC

effects were negligible.

The C effect was also nonsignifi-

cant.
In summary, the analyses on the interaction between the

confederate and the subject showed that neither Trust level
of the subject nor the Treatment condition he experienced

significantly affected, by itself, his behavior (based on
Scales 9 and 11) toward the confederate.
an interaction effect.

However, there was

High trusters were more prone to sug-

gest or encourage the return of the money in the Trustworthy

condition while low trusters were more likely to encourage
the return of the money in the Untrustworthy condition.

The Relationship (Correlational) Between
Helping Behavior and the Various Other Measures
A correlational analysis was performed to explore the

relationships between the various measures described in the
measures section;

All 39 measures were intercorrelated.

Four sets of correlations were computed.

Correlations were

computed on the total sample, with all sixty subjects.

Sepa-

rate correlations were also computed encompassing subjects

within each of the three Treatment conditions.
Helping behavior was a variable of primary interest in
the correlational analysis.

In the total sample analysis

,
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(overall-groups analysis), helping behavior was marginally

significantly correlated with scores on the Rotter Trust Scale
(r- +

.229 p(.lQ) and highly significantly correlated with

Mydlarz Trust Scale scores (r=-.331 p(.Ol)

(see Table 8).

On

both scales, high trusters tended to help more than low trusters,,

Analyses within Treatment groups showed that in the

Trustworthy condition, helping behavior correlated marginally
significantly with Rotter Trust Scale scores

(r=+ .403

p( .10)

but nonsignificant ly with Mydlarz Trust Scale scores,
*

(r=-.lQ4 p<\10).

In the Neutral Treatment group,

helping be-

havior correlated significantly with neither Trust Scale.

Within the Untrustworthy Treatment group helping behavior
correlated highly significantly with Mydlarz Trust scores
(fc-,614 p^*01), but not with Rotter Trust scores.
In examining the correlations between helping behavior

and suspicion scores, many of the comparisons showed a sig-

nificant correlation between helping and suspicion.

In the

overall-groups analysis (see Table 9), correlations between
helping behavior and suspicion (Suspicion Timing and Suspicion Combination scores) were negative and highly significant,

(x^~.379 pf.Ol) and (r=-. 364 p(.01) respectively.

The

correctional analysis within each Treatment group showed that
in the Trustworthy and Untrustworthy Treatment groups, helping

was negatively and significantly correlated with suspicion,
for all three measures of suspicion (see Table 10).

However

in the Neutral condition, none of the suspicion measures cor-

related significantly with helping behavior.

Table 8

Correlations Betv/een Various Behaviors and Personality Measures
(Overall-Groups Correlational Analysis)
Behaviors
-

Personality Characteristics

Scale

Rotter Scale
Mydlarz Scale
Christie Scale
Social Responsibility

+.229*
-.331***
-.195

1

Scale 2

Scale 3

-.127

-.133

+.142

+ .167

+ .065

+.028
+.050

-.030
-.044

-.129
-.049
+.121

+ .025
+ .074
+ .037

-.019
-.048

(Value)

Comfortable Life
Ambitious
Capable
Clean
Courageous
Equality
Forgiving
Freedom
Helpful
Independent
Inner Harmony
Intellectual
Mature Love
Obedient
Responsible
Self -Control
Self -Respect
Social Recognition

Significant at .10 level
**
Significant at .05 level
*** Significant at .01 level

*

+ .033

+ .014
Ub(x O
+ n
+ .039

-.018
+ .187
- .255**

-.241*

-

+ .210
+ .0 72

-.278**

+ . 130

-.395***

-.346***

-.162

+ .068

+ .007
+ .010
+ .037
+ .026

-.182

+.046
+ .144
+ .141

+ .014
+ .001

4. .

UoO

+. 122
-.059
+.071

.

143

+.133

-.035
•

+ .169

+.083

-.028
-.014

+.326***
+. 202
-.039

+.013

.

+ .118

-.016
+.320***
+ .204
+ .037
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Table 8

(Continued)

Correlations Between Various Behaviors and Personality Measures
(Overall-Groups Correlational Analysis)
,

.

Behaviors
ocaie 4

bcale

— ±*y

+ . lUb
- • U4o
— • iiy
+ • UUi

1

+. xuy
+# U / o
l r* r\ n
+.
UU /

— . UUJ
— * U Jo
AT 1
T|U1J.
+. A7Q
u /y

—

-.016
-.170
-.247*

+ .122
+ .131

+.159

+ .037
+ .141

t

•

-.377***
+.119

-.153
+.132
-.013
+ .145
-.027
+.283**
+ .180

-.010

i

•

o

Scale
+.092
+. 00b
167
- • 101
/"too

lb o
OOQ*^
aao

A TO

+.347**
-.039
- 6 038
+ .071

-.010
+ .011
+ .002
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-•154
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—
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Scale 7
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- .060

-

.
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-.034
-.322**
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+.296**
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+ .166
+ .051
+ .018
+ .021
+ .140

-.103
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Of1
- .051
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+ .278
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Table 10
Intercorrelations Between Different Types of Behavior
in the Experimental Situation( Within Three Treatment Groups)
Scale
—

1
,

Scale 2
-.280
+ .001

Scale 1

+.483**

Scale 2

- . 208
+ .001

+ . 574***

-.483**

+.943***

+

.914***

-.480**

574***
+.914***
+.943***

Scale 4

-.463**
-.251
-.412*

+.685***
+. 894***
+.942***

+.925***
+.996***
+.976***

Scale 5

+.414*
+.347***
+.737***

-.280
-.303
+ .239

-.199
-.284
-.381

.369*
.149

-.181
-.304

+

-.554**

+.174

+

-.794***
-.611
-.369

-.017
+ .177

.343
o r>
+ . 6Cl
+ .031

+.253
+.057

+ .262
+ .031

-.096

-.118

-.459**
Scale 3

Scale 6

Scale 7

— . 233

-

+ .053

Scale 8

+ .483*
+ .456*

Significant at e 10 level
** Significant at .05 level
*** Significant at .01 level
*

Scale 3
-.459**
-.233
-.480**

+.

+ .111

.

151

-.262
.

138

+

-t

Within each box line
1) Correlations within
Trustworthy Group
2) Correlations within
Neutral Treatment
Group.
3) Correlations within
Untrustworthy
Treatment Group.
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Table 10

(Continued)

Intercorrelations Between Different Types of Behavior
in the Experimental Situation Within Three Treatment Groups
Scale 4
-•463**
-.251
-.412*

Scale 5
+.414*
+ .347
- .739***

+.685-**
+.394***
+.942***

— . <io J

-.303
-.239

+.925***
+.996***
+.9?6***

-.109
-.284
-.381

-.231
-.292
-.239

Scale 6

s a"
— . oubf
r;

"

-.149
-.554**

-.181
-.304
+ .174

+ .151

-.262
+ .138

-.020
-.250
+ .083

+.071

779***
-.419

-.026
-.250
+.083

-

+ .271
+ .256

-.59?**
-.390
-.119

594**
+.246
+.462*

+.617**
+.478*

-.350
-.166
-.488*

-.326
-.015
-.160

"

-.770***
-.419

-.231
-.292
-.239

+ .068

"

.

Scale 8
+ .052

+.488*
+.456*

-.017

-.253

+.111
+.177

+ .057

+.343
+.281
+.031

+ .202
+ .032

+.271
+ .251
+ .068

-.326
-.015
-.160

-.597**
-.390
-.119

+.617**
+ .478*
+ .107

+.594**

-.350
-.106
-.488*

+.246"
+ .462

+ .071

+ .107

Sca.1^ 7

_.794v**
-.611***
-.369

-.096
"
'

-.118

.

-.802**4
-.369
-.785***

-.302***
-.369
-.785***
1
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The correlations between helping behavior and interaction between the confederate and the subject (C+S interaction) was also inspected (see Table 11).

In the overall-

groups correlational analysis, helping behavior was not sig-

nificantly related to the C+S interaction.

However within

the Trustworthy condition, the analysis showed a significant

correlation between helping behavior and scores on C+S interaction Scale 10 (r= f.467 p^«G5)

#

Thus the less subjects com-

mented about the confederate's behavior the more they sub-

sequently tended to help.

Within the Untrustworthy condition

analysis, helping behavior correlated marginally significantly with scores on C+S interaction Scale 11,

(r=+.471 p^.10).

Thus in this condition, the subjects who encouraged or re-

inforced the confederate to return the money, subsequently

.

tended to help him more.
The correlations between helping behavior and answers to
the interview questions were also examined,,

In both the over-

all-groups analysis, and within each Treatment group analysis,
helping behavior was significantly correlated with the answer
to question 6 of the interview (how the subject felt about

the switch request).

(See Tables 9 and 10).

Positive feel-

ings about the help request were associated with greater

helping.

Answers to question

8 of the

interview (which asked

if the subject felt pressure or felt on the spot) were sig-

nificantly and negatively related to helping behavior, in the
over-all group analysis (r=-.357 p( 01) and iu the Untrusto
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worthy Treatment group,

(r=

-.554 p(.Q5)

9

The less sub-

jects helped the more they tended to report having been under
pressure.

Within the Trustworthy and Neutral Treatment condi-

tions the correlation between helping behavior and pressure
was nonsignificant.

As for question 8a of the interview

(how the subject felt things should be handled in the future),

the overall-groups analysis revealed a significant correlation

between helping behavior and the answer to question 8a,
(r--.6G2

p-f.

01).

Thus the less subjects helped, the more

they felt that the situation should have been handled differently.

There was also a significant correlation between

helping and answers to question 8a in the Trustworthy Treatment condition group,

Group (r=r-.611 p(.Gl)

(r= ~
,

<

794 p\.01, and in the Neutral

but not in the Untrustworthy group.

Helping behavior was significantly correlated with answers to
question 10 of the interview (subject was asked if he thought
the "other guy" was on the level)

,

in the overall-groups

.331 pC.01) and in the Neutral Treatment group

analysis

(r=H

(r=+ o488

pC.10), and in the Untrustworthy Treatment group

(r=+ .456 p(olO).

A significant relationship did not hold up

in the Trustworthy Treatment group.

Thus, in general, sub-

jects who helped more also tended to state that they had be-

lieved the confederate's reasons for wanting to switch conditions .

Helping behavior was also found to be associated with the
rating of certain values (on the Rokeach Value Scale) as high-

ly important or highly unimportant.

The overall-groups analy-

sis showed a significant negative correlation between helping

behaviov and the value of freedom

(r= -

«.

253 p{.G5).

Subjects

who rated the value of freedom as very impoi'tant to them,
tended to help less than subjects who rated freedom as not so
important.

The correlational analysis within each Treatment

group showed different values were related to helping behavior, depending upon which Treatment group the subject was
in.

In the Trustworthy Treatment group, values of freedom

(r=-. 598 p{ oOl)

,

independence (r=~.407 pC.05)

,

and responsi-

bility (r = +. 394 p^.10) were related to helping behavior.

In

the Neutral group the correlation between helping and the

Instead, the values of

value of freedom was not significant.

comfortable life (r~~.395 p<\ 10) and intellectual orientation
(r=-.377 p{. 10) were related to helping.

In the Untrustworthy

Treatment group none of the values correlated significantly
with helping behavior.
The Nature of a High versus a Low Truster
The nature of a high versus a low truster (as based on

Rotter Trust Scale scores) was also investigated via correlational analysis.

The overall-groups analysis showed Trust

level correlated significantly with helping (described before), the Christie Scale (i^-.485 p< 01), feeling pressure
#

(question 8a of the interview)

(r=-.263 pfolO) and feeling

the "other guy" was on the level (question 10 of the interview)

(r=+.258 p(.10).

Thus high trusting was associated with
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greater helping, low Machiavellian traits, feeling little

pressure about the help request, and believing the confederatefe

reasons for wanting to switch.

The Rotter Scale also

correlated with the total score on the Mydlarz Trust Scale
(r=-.320 pC.02).

A high truster on the Rotter Scale tended

to be a high truster on the Mydlarz Scale .

Table 15 (see

Appendix) gives the correlations which were significant between Rotter Scale scores and the 39 variables within each
of the Treatment groups.
In the overall-groups analysis the Mydlarz Trust Scale

correlated significantly with the Rotter Scale (i^=~.320
p(.02) the Social Responsibility Scale (r=-.336 pf.Ol), and
the Christie Scale (r=+.676 p<.01).

Thus high trusters on

the Mydlarz Scale were high in social responsibility, low in

Machiavellianism and also tended to be high trusters on the
Rotter Scale.

Mydlarz Trust Scale scores also correlated

significantly with helping behavior (r=-.331 p{.01), thus
high trusters tended to help more than low trusters 0 Mydlarz

Trust Scores correlated with the

OS

interaction (Scale 11)

(r=>-.424 p{.05) and also with certain values;

comfortable

life (r=+.286 p(.G5), equality (r=-.230 p^.10), forgiving

(r=-.225 p(.10), and helpful (r=-.4G8 p<.01)

0

Thus in the

overall-groups analysis, subjects who were high trusters,

according to the Mydlarz Trust Scale, also tended to help more,

encouraged the return of the money in the

OS

interaction,

rated the value of comfortable life as low in importance, and
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the values of equality, forgiving, and helpful as very im-

portant*

Table 17 (see Appendix) gives the significant corre-

lations between Mydlarz Trust Scale scores and the various
6

variables within the Trustworthy Treatment group, the Neutral
group and the Untrustworthy Treatment group.

Ana ly sis of Suspicion
Suspicion was also studied via the correlational analysis,

*

Suspicion was negatively correlated with helping be-

havior,

(described before).

Of all the interview questions,

only question 6 (how the subject felt about the switching request) significantly correlated with suspicion (Intensity,

Timing and Combination) in the overall-groups analysis
(r=-.294 p(.Q5),

(r=-.2S2 p<*05),

(r=~.286 p<.05).

The corre-

lations between suspicion and answers to the interview questions, in the three within Treatment groups analyses, were all

nonsignificant

o

Suspicion

was not significantly related to

trust scores in any of the groups.

This is contrary to the

ANOVA finding which revealed that low trusters tended to be
more suspicious than high trusters.

Suspicion in the total

sample was cox-related significantly with a number of values
(see Table 8).

It correlated with equality (r=-.242

pClO),

forgiving (r=-.278 p<\05) helpful r=-.395 p<.01) and self
control (r=+.326 p(.01)

o

Suspicion was not significantly re-

lated with behavior in the C+S interaction.

5
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The Conf ederate and Subj ect Interacti on
T^orrelaTIbnal Analy sis)"
A number of correlations dealing with the C+S interac-

tion were significant, depending upon the particular rating

scale (Scale 9, 10 or 11) and the particular* Treatment group
(see Table 11)

Some of the more interesting correlations

will be reported here.

Scores on the C+S interaction (Scale

11) were significantly correlated with total scores on the

Mydlarz Trust Scale, both in the overall-groups analysis
(r=-.424 p<".05) and within the Untrustworthy Treatment group

4

(r=-.597 p<f.02). In these groups high trusting was associated

with encouraging the confederate to return the money.

The

A NOVA failed to show a Trust main effect but instead revealed
a TXC interaction effect*

Scale 11 scores also correlated

with helping behavior in the Untrustworthy Treatment group
analysis,

(r=+*471 p(,06).

Thus in this Treatment group sub-

jects- who encouraged or reinforced the return of the money

subsequently helped more
In the Untrustworthy Treatment group analysis,

it was

found that scale 10 scores correlated significantly with the
Social Responsibility Scale scores (r=+.428 p\ o 10)

0

Thus

people who disagreed with the untrustworthy behavior of the

confederate tended to be high in social responsibility
Scale 10 scores also correlated significantly with the following values; clean (i- -.412 p(.10), equality (r=+«418 p^.10)
self respect (r=-. 532 p(.02).

Thus subjects who encouraged

the confederate to return the money in the Untrustworthy
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condition tended to rate the value of equality as important
and the values of clean and self-respect as unimportant.

Correlational Analysis of Interview Questions
The correlations relating the answers to interview questions with the various variables are presented in Tables 9

and 10.

The correlations revealed that people who answered

positively when they were asked how they felt about the help
tended to be low in suspicion (overall-

request (question

6)

groups analysis)

and in the Trustworthy Treatment group and

,

total sample they expressed little feeling of pressure.

In

the overall-groups analysis and within the Trustworthy and

Neutral Treatment groups, subjects who answered positively
on
to question 6 also tended to believe the "other guy" was
the level (question 10).

worthy Treatment group.

This did not hold up in the UntrustSubjects answering question 6 posi-

tively also ranked the value of forgiving as important and
the value of ambitious as low in importance.

Subjects who felt that the help request situation should
of interbe handled differently in the future (question 3a

view) tended to be low helpers.

They also felt (in the over-

all-groups and within the Trustworthy and Untrustworthy
level.
Treatment groups) that the "other guy" wasn't on the

difSubjects who felt that the situation should be handled
Rotter Scale
ferently were also low trusters according to the
the Untrustworthy
(in the overall-groups analysis and within

Treatment group).

The A NOVA also found that low trusters

•

tended to feel that the situation should be handled differ-

ently in the future
People who felt pressure or thought things should be

handled differently in the future tended to feel negative
about the help request (they reacted negatively to question
6 of the

interview)

They also rated the value of forgiving

.

low in level of importance*

They rated the values of inde-

pendence and intellectual as high in importance

9

In the overall-groups analysis and within the Untrust-

worthy Treatment group, subjects who believed the "other guy"
was on the level also tended to be high trusters (according
to the Rotter Scale)

.

The ANOVA also revealed that high

trusters tended to believe the "other guy" was on the level.

Believing the confederate's reasons for wanting to switch also correlated significantly with helping behavior in the

overall-group analysis and within the Untrustworthy and Neutral Treatment groups «

Subjects who believed the reasons for

the request also tended to feel less pressure and were more

positive about the switching request (overall-groups analysis).
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Discussion
In the present experiment two main variables were

studied for their role in helping behavior; the general Trust
level of an individual, and experimentally induced trust or

distrust for another person.

The hypothesis proposing that

Trust level was a factor in helping behavior was confirmed
by the results.

However, it was not found that the various

conditions experienced by the subjects affected their helping behavior.
It was consistently found that subjects with high Trust

levels (Rotter and Mydlarz Scale) helped more (i.e., more

willingly, eagerly, and earlier in time) than subjects with
a low Trust level.

There are a variety of reasons that ex-

plain this relationship between level of Trust and helping
behavior.

Wrightsman (1966) found that high trusters have a

more positive view of human nature than low trusters.

pathy and sympathy are factors in helping behavior

,

Em-

and a

person with" a positive attitude towards people would be more
likely to have sympathy for others than would a person with a

negative attitude.

The Mydlarz Trust Scale also included

items dealing with attitudes towards human nature.

High

trusters on the Mydlarz Scale reported positive views about

human nature, and also helped more than low trusters.
The transcripts (of the interview) revealed a variety of

reactions to the help

request.

Several subjects stated that

.
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*

it wouldn't bother them to switch conditions since they under-

stood that some people were particularly sensitive to certain
tastes.

After all, they added, they could have wound up with

the unpleasant experience just as easily.

Other subjects ex-

pressed less compassion and complained that the unpleasant
solutions would hurt them just as much*

They also claimed

that they would have kept the unpleasant condition had they

wound up with it.

Thus subjects varied in their sympathy

toward the help request and it seems reasonable that high
trusters, having a more positive view of people would tend to
be more sympathetic toward a help request, and thus help more

than low trusters.

Subjects also differed in their interpretation of the
help

request.

The results indicated that high trusters

(Rotter Scale) tended to report (in answer to question 10 of
the interview) that they believed the confederate's reasons

for switching, more often than did low trusters.

The results

also indicated that in the Untrustworthy and Neutral conditions (and in the overall-groups analysis) believing the

confederate's reasons for wanting to switch was (marginally)

positively related to helping behavior.

Thus one reason high

trusters may have been lead to help more than low trusters is
that they were more likely to believe the help request

As stated before the results revealed that helping be-

havior did not significantly vary between the Trustworthy,
Neutral and Untrustworthy conditions.

This was contrary to
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the earlier prediction which hypothesized that helping be-

havior would be greatest in the Trustworthy condition, and
least in the Untrustworthy condition.

There are several pos-

sible explanations as to why Treatments did not affect helping.

To begin with,

two points come to mind in relation to

the emergence of a Treatment effect.

First, did the three

Treatment conditions successfully leave the subject with the

appropriate impression of the confederate's character?

Sec-

ondly if it did, did this impression in turn affect the sub-

ject's reactions to the help request?

In examining the

transcripts, one finds that in answer to question 10 of the

interview (did the subject believe that the other person, the
confederate, was on the level) one fourth of the subjects in
the Neutral condition answered that they weren't sure one way

or the other*

"After all*

1

,

or "I don't know him well".

they claimed, "I don't know him",

Very few subjects in the other

two Treatment conditions answered in this fashion.

This sug-

gests that the Trustworthy and Untrustworthy conditions did
leave some character impression, at least enough of an im-

pression to prevent subjects from declaring that they knew nothing about the confederate and thus couldn't judge his
honesty,

There was additional evidence from the transcripts and
from subjects who were debriefed, that at least some subjects
may have made some character judgments about the confederate.
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One subject who had experienced the Trustworthy condition,

when asked question 10 said, "Yes he must be on the level because a£ter all, he returned the money so he must be honest."

This subject wound up helping.

Another subject who experi-

enced the Untrustworthy condition commented that the confederate looked "insincere" and "didn't have an honest face,"
It is most likely that the Untrustworthy condition had af-

fected this particular subject's perception.

Still another

subject, during a debriefing session, confessed that he had

been "kinda mad" at the confederate because "I hate it when

someone (the experimenter) leaves you alone and you can't
trust them (the confederate)".

Evidently some of the sub-

jects were affected by the Treatment manipulations.

Or at

least these subjects "claimed" to have been affected by the
conf ederate 's behavior.

Several subjects also "claimed" in the interview that
their impression of the confederate had affected their deci-

sion to help or not.

-

In one debriefing session, a subject

who hadn't helped, said that the confederate's dishonesty was
on his mind and that he had felt satisfaction that the con-

federate had wound up with the unpleasant condition.

He felt

that "it implemented justice", i.e. it was a form of punishment.

The subject was not going to help him and thereby re-

lieve the punishment.

It

is also possible that this subject

failed to help for reasons other than the negative impression
of the confederate's character.

Perhaps he was merely ra-
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tionalizing his nonhelping behavior by "blaming" it on the

confederated dishonesty •

Another subject in the Neutral

condition said, in answer to question 10, that the confederate had "sounded honest" and

switched with him".

ft

if he hadn't he would not have

Once again rationalization may have been

working here.
Since there was no Treatment effect it could be that in

general, the various Treatments did not affect the subject's

Those subjects who cited

perceptions of the confederate.

(during the interview) the confederate's honest or dishonest
behavior, and their reaction to it, may have done so in order
to rationalize their previous decision to help or not.

The transcripts suggested reasons as to why a Treatment
effect did not emerge.

In one debriefing session, a subject

said that he had been angry about the confederate's dishonest

intentions but that the whole incident didn't cross his mind

when the switch request was made

0

Thus it could be that some

subjects were affected by the Treatment manipulation, but it
didn't enter their minds when the help request was made.
Some helping subjects, in answer to question 10, said that
they thought the confederate was probably not on the level,
but that it didn't matter to them.

If

Treatment influences

"don't matter", helping behavior of course wouldn't be affected.

It could be that for these particular subjects the

helping effort required such a small cost that the confederate's previous behavior made no difference.

(It could also

;
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be that subjects who helped, but later realized that the con-

federate may not have been on the level, said it didn't matter to •them, because to have said otherwise would have pro-

duced cognitive dissonance)

There is a possibility, that for many subjects the confederate's

untrustworthy behavior simply didn't register

or sink in;

that in fact, a firm character impression was not

made.*

There is evidence for this in the transcripts.

In a

debriefing session, one subject said that he hadn't really
been paying much attention to what the confederate had been
doing.

He also stated that the "money episode" had happened

"quickly" and that there wasn't enough time "to really concentrate on it."

Instead, the subject was concentrating on

filling out the questionnaires he had been given.

The con-

federates also noticed that quite a few subjects, while working on their questionnaires, didn't even look up from their

desks during the Trustworthy and Untrustworthy episodes.

Thus it could be that many subjects were diverted by their

task from the Treatment episodes, and so didn't think much
about or concentrate on the confederate's behavior.

Also,

before they knew it, the money in the Untrustworthy condition
was returned and all was well.

As one subject said in the

debriefing, "he (the confederate) put it back all by himself,
I

didn't have to respond."

If the subject had not been so

preoccupied, and if there had been a greater lapse in time
to
between the confederate taking the money and then deciding
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return it, (in the Untrustworthy condition) a Treatment effect may have emerged.

As mentioned earlier, some subjects did make some comments during the time that the confederate displayed his

trustworthy or untrustworthy behavior.

The results indicated

that in the Untrustworthy condition, subjects who encouraged
the return of che money helped more than subjects who said

nothing.

It is very possible that when subjects in the Un-

trustworthy condition encouraged the confederate to return
the money (and then the confederate eventually did) the sub-

jects felt that they had influenced the confederated behavior*

And later when the help request was made, subjects may

have felt they should help in order to reward the confeder-

ated obedience

and willingness to "reform".

This may have

raised helping behavior in the Untrustworthy .condition, and
in-

turn may have helped to wash out a Treatment effect.

Those subjects who encouraged the return of the money may not
have been left with the impression that the other person was
dishonest, but that he reformed and was willing to follow the

advice of the subject.

Thus the Untrustworthy condition

would not have left the impression it was designed to leave,
and therefore would not have

affected helping behavior in

the predicted manner.

There are several factors that may have depressed helping in the Trustworthy Treatment group.

First of all, one

analysis indicated a slight trend toward greater suspicion
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concerning the experiment in the Trustworthy Treatment condiSuspicion, ho.vever, was negatively correlated with

tion.

helping behavior; the higher the suspicion the less the tendency to help.

Since the Trustworthy Treatment often led to

suspicion (on the part of at least half of the subjects)

the

Treatment did not leave the impression it was designed to
leave, for about half of the subjects in

the group.

Thus one can not tell if increasing Trust level does indeed increase helping behavior, for in this condition instead
of trust, suspicion was often engendered.

And helping be-

havior was lowered, because suspicion tended to evoke reluctant helping or nonhelping responses.

It is

also possible

that some of the nonsuspicious subjects of the Trustworthy

Treatment group felt that both the confederate and the experimenter expected them to help, since the confederate had dis-

played "good behavior".

Some subjects may have -felt that

their freedom was restricted (the concept of psychological

reactance is relevant here

-

Berkowitz, 1971; Brehm, 1966)

and thus rebelled by not helping.

This would have lowered

helping behavior in the Trustworthy condition.

Correlational

analyses in the present study revealed that people who rated
the value of "freedom" highly helped less.

Thus there are a

variety of rationales which might account for the absence of
a

Treatment effect in the present study.
The results revealed that most of the subjects did wind

up actually helping (two thirds), only twenty subjects didn't
help.

However it was clear that subjects differed in their
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willingness to help.

Some subjects asked the experimenter

to decide what should be done about the switch request, some

asked many questions about the solutions and thus demonstrated
their reluctance.

The question arises as to why these reluc-

tant helpers wound up helping.

It is

possible that they

felt pressured to do so, even though initially the pressure
to help was minimal.

It's also interesting that only one

subject who didn't help bothered to ask how the "other guy"
had made out with the bitter tasting solutions.

subjects

Either the

.

were totally unconcerned about the confederate

(thus helping to explain their refusal to switch), or they

may have been afraid to ask, or they may have wanted to forget about their nonhelping behavior and thus didn't want to

bring up the topic.

The results also indicated that helping behavior was related to several variables besides trust.

The A NOVAS re-

vealed that the more suspicious the subject was about the experiment, the less likely he was to help.

The correlational

analysis upheld this relationship for the most part; only in
the Neutral condition was there no relationship between sus-

picion and helping.

Perhaps in the other two conditions,

when subjects became suspicious they realized that both the
help request, and the trustworthy or untrustworthy behavior
of the confederate had been "set up".

Thus there were two

sources of manipulations that could irritate the subject and

provoke him to rebel and not switch.

There was little that
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could have caused such an effect in the Neutral condition.
The smaller amount of annoyance generated by the Neutral con-

dition may have produced less rebellious feelings, and thus
a relationship between suspicion and helping may have failed

to materialize in this condition.

Helping behavior was also found to be related to the con-

federate and subject interaction during the Trustworthy or

Untrustworthy behavior episodes.

In the Trustworthy condi-

tion the less subjects commented about the confederate's behavior, the more they subsequently tended to help.

In the

Untrustworthy condition, those subjects who encouraged or reinforced the confederate to return the money subsequently
tended to help him more.

As mentioned before, there may have

been a boost to the subject's ego in such a situation; the

subject probably felt that he had been instrumental in the
confederates returning the money.

It is plausible that such a

subject helped more in order to repay or reward the confederate for following his advice.

The results also showed that in all the Treatment conditions subjects

wiao

helped more tended to answer question 6

of the interview (how did the subject feel about the switch

request) in a more positive manner.

This seems logical, for

the more willing a subject was to help, the more one would

expect him to be positive about the help request.

Subjects

Who didn't help or helped reluctantly, also tended to indicate (in the Untrustworthy and over-all groups analyses) that
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they had been under pressure, or had felt on the spot (see

question 8 of the interview).

On the basis of the answers

to question 8a, subjects who didn't help or helped reluctantly indicated that they had felt pressure in the Trustworthy

and Neutral conditions*

It is interesting that subjects who

did not help reported feeling pressure.

Apparently they felt

_

that refusing to switch involved a defiance of doing what was

expected of them.

Perhaps these subjects did not switch be-

cause they felt such pressure and reacted against it (psy-

chological reactance).

Or it could be that, even though they

had felt pressure to help, they didn't help, simply because
they didn't want to.

some subjects who

It

is also interesting that there were

reported feeling some pressure about

switching but still helped (though reluctantly).

Perhaps

these subjects were not strong enough to say no to the request,

even though they were on the verge of doing so.

The pressure

a subject may have felt could come not only from the confeder-

ate but also from the experimenter.

Some subjects may have

felt obligated to cooperate and help out the experimenter.

The more subjects helped the more they also tended to report in the interview that they had believed the other per-

son^ reasons
view)

.

for wanting to switch (question 10 of the inter-

This logical relationship held up in the Neutral

and

Untrustworthy conditions (and in the overall-group analysis)
but not in the Trustworthy condition.

rated as very suspicious (score of 4 or

Subjects who were
5

on Scale 3) were
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deleted from the analysis involving question 10 of the
interview.

Since this meant the deletion of about half of the

subjects in the Trustworthy condition, the number of subjects
in the analysis may have been too small to obtain any rela-

tionship between helping and believing the confederate, in
this Treatment condition.

Then again, it is conceivable that subjects who helped,
subsequently said that they believed the confederate, not because they really did, but because to have said otherwise would
have produced cognitive dissonance.

To help the confederate

and then profess disbelief about his reasons for having made
the request could generate conflict.

subject appear inconsistent.

It

would also make the

In contrast, for nonhelpers,

it may have been a perfect "out" to claim that they didn't

believe the confederate's reasons for requesting the switch.

An argument against this interpretation is that there were
some subjects who stated that they didn't believe the con-

federate's reasons, but helped anyway because it didn't matter to them.

However this too might have been an example of

avoiding cognitive dissonance.

If a

he didn't believe the confederate,

subject helped but said

to avoid dissonance, he

can say that he helped because the dishonesty didn't matter
to him.

Helping behavior on the part of the subject was also associated with the rating of certain values as highly important.

The overall-groups analysis showed that subjects

who rated "freedom" as very important to them, tended to help
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less than subjects who rated "freedom" as
unimportant.

Berkowitz (1972) has written about the resentment
produced by
the threat of a reduction in behavioral freedom.
He said
that whatever other costs may arise from aiding
a person in

need - muscular effort, the risk of bodily harm, an
unwanted

expenditure of money, or the inability to pursue more
enjoyable activities - "we may also refrain from helping
someone
because we dislike the possibility that this person will
control or restrict our actions."
In any helping effort,

including the one in the present

study,' there is a loss of freedom.

Brehm (1966) contends that

"psychological reactance" arises when an individual faces a

possible restriction of his behavioral freedom.

The result,

Brehm says, is "hostility as well as an increased desire to
do

whatever it is that the individual believes he may not be
able to do."

The present study found that people who value

freedom highly tend to help less.

It was also found that high

trusters (Rotter Scale) tend to rate the values of "freedom"

and "independence* low in importance, while low trusters tend
to rate them high in importance.

This aspect of the high

truster's personality may be one of the components that allows
him to help more than the low trus+er.
The present study also found that low trusters expressed
the hostility Brehm wrote about.

Low trusters (Mydlarz

Scale) in the Untrustworthy condition tended to* answer ques-

tion

6 of

the interview (how did the subject feel about the

help request) in negative and even hostile ways.

High
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helpers also tended to rate (in the various
Treatment conditions) the values of "independence",
"comfortable life",
and "intellectual" as low in importance
and the value "responsible" as high in importance.
In conducting the present study,

the experimenter was

confronted with quite a few subjects who expressed
some degree of suspicion about the "true" purpose
of the experiment.
Thus a variety of analyses were performed in
order to explore
the phenomenon of suspicion.
to judge suspicion.
3)

There were three Rating Scales

Using the Suspicion Timing Scale (Scale

or the Suspicion Combination Scale (Scale
4), the results

(two ANOVAS), showed that there was a slight trend
for low

trusters to be more suspicious than high trusters.

This seems

reasonable because low trusters are described as people who
are in general suspicious.

However none of the correlations

analyses showed this relationship.
The results (an A NOVA using the Suspicion Timing Scale)

showed that high suspicious subjects helped less, while low
suspicious people helped more.

The correctional analyses al-

so revealed that (using the Suspicion Timing, Intensity
or

Combination scores) high suspicious subjects helped less than\
low suspicious subjects (in the Trustworthy and Untrustworthy

Treatment groups and the overall-groups analysis).
lationship may have occurred for several reasons.

This reFirst of

all, the subjects who expressed high suspicion did so soon

after the experimenter came in to see if the subject would
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switch conditions with the confederate.

Instead of immediate

ly agreeing to switch, these subjects
typically expressed

their doubts about the true nature of the
experiment.

After

denying reason for cheir suspicion, the experimenter
went on
with her prepared dialogue. Thus on the basis of
the help
rating Scale, (the longer in time it takes for the
subject
to help, the lower the help score) these suspicious
subjects

were given lower help ratings.

But more importantly, there

was a certain attitude that accompanied the suspicious
subject.

These subjects typically had participated in many

other psychology experiments in which some deception was
involved.

Unfortunately, they had been left with a feeling of

having been taken advantage of.

So many of these subjects

were on the look-out, and wanted very much not to be "fooled,

again."

Thus when confronted with the present experiment

their suspicion was aroused and many decided not to cooperate
with the help request.

Possibly it was their way of protest-

ing experiments that involved deception.

And refusing to

help may have been, in their minds, a way of ensuring that
they wouldn't be taken advantage of this time.

Perhaps not

helping was also a way of proving to the experimenter that
they "knew what was going on" and weren't going to "fall" for
it.
In the interview,

one subject repeatedly talked about an-

other experiment he had participated in that had involved a
deception.

Another subject assured the experimenter that he

•
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was wise to experimental manipulations because of
all the
psychology films he had seen describing such techniques.
Some subjects tried to guess the true purpose of
the experiment, but guessed incorrectly.

Thus it became obvious that

many subjects solicited from psychology classes were
alert to
the practice of experimental deception and entered each
ex-

periment on the lookout for such manipulations.
For most studies the suspicious
ous problem.

subject presents a seri-

However, the present experiment studied trust;

and suspicion, being the counterpart of trust, was of interest in itself.

Using the Suspicion Intensity Scale, the re-

sults showed that there was a slight trend for the Trustworthy Treatment group to generate the most suspicion, as com-

pared to the other Treatment groups.

(Using the Suspicion

Intensity and Suspicion Combination Scales this Treatment effect did not emerge)

.

Before the study was conducted the ex-

perimenter had felt that

if.

any of the conditions would gene-

rate suspicion, the Untrustworthy condition would create the
most..

It was reasoned that a person finding money and then

declaring that he was going to return it would not be so unusual an occurrence, and thus wouldn't be regarded with suspicion.

However it was reasoned that an attempt to take money

in front of an eye-witness might indeed arouse suspicion.

Perhaps the Trustworthy condition tended to arouse suspicion
because the wording used by the confederate was not as believable as the wording used in the Untrustworthy condition.
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On the other hand, it may be that in today's
society

people are not very surprised by acts of dishonesty,
even
when they occur right before their very eyes.
In the debriefing session, one subject said "Everybody when
they see money
they feel like taking it, no matter how honest
they
are,

if

they think they can get away with it then they'll
do it,

couldn't hold something like that against him."

I

So perhaps

some subjects accept this and even expect people to
take

money when given the chance and
it.

when they can get away with

(In the Untrustworthy condition the confederate
was about

to keep the money until he learned that he would probably
get

caught).

So,

perhaps the Untrustworthy condition was more

believable and aroused less suspicion because it mimed what
the subjects were accustomed to in the real world.

It may be

that the return of the money (honesty), although certainly

more admirable, is the less frequent occurrence in today's

society and thus tended to arouse suspicion.

Although two analyses of variance showed that there was
a slight trend for low trusters to be high in suspicion,

the

correlational analyses failed to reveal such a relationship.
It could be that suspicion was more a function of previous

exposure to psychological experiments (either directly or vii
films, classes, etc.) than Trust level of the individual.
One would expect that even a high truster, after being ex-

posed to two or three experiments involving deception, would
be on the lookout for deception in any new experiment he was

about to take part in.

A study by Roberts (1968) found that
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trusting behavior declined, in both high
and low trusters,
after repeated experiences of untrustworthy
behavior (committed by the experimenter). Thus the
subject (high or i ow
truster

who is no longer psychologically naive,
has experienced several "untrustworthy" experimental
situations and so
his trust for all psychology experiments
may have decreased.
Information about the subject's previous
experiences with
psychological experiments was not obtained for
every subject
but quite a few subjects made references
to previous studies
involving deception.
)

•

When high suspicious subjects were deleted
in one analysis of variance, neither Trust level nor
Treatment condition
were found to be significantly related to helping
behavior.
This could mean that Suspicion level was the
main factor in
helping behavior of the present study, since
the deletion of
'

suspicious subjects washed out all other significant
main effects.
However this is probably not the case.
In another
analysis in- which Trust level, Treatment condition
and Suspicion level were the three independent variables, helping
be-

havior was significantly related to both Suspicion level
and
Trust level. Also, it is plausible that since thirteen
sub-

,

jects were deleted from the analyses excluding suspicious
subjects, the greatly lowered number of subjects in the analysis made it difficult to obtain significance.

The results concerning Suspicion level also indicated
that (in overall-groups analysis) the high suspicious subjects
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"claimed" to feel more positive about the
confederate's
switch request than did low suspicious subjects
(question
of the interview).

6

Suspicion did not relate to any of the

other interview questions.

High suspicion subjects tended to

rate the value of "self control" as very important
and the

values of "equality:,
portant.

"forgiving", and "helpful" as less im-

Suspicion was not found to be related to the sub-

ject, and confederate interaction (Scales
9,

10,

11), during

which time the trustworthy or untrustworthy behavior was displayed.

As mentioned before, at times the subject made some comments after the confederate demonstrated his trustworthy or

untrustworthy behavior.
the

It was

found that immediately after

money, was found, high trusters were more likely to en-

courage the return of the money in the Trustworthy condition,

while low trusters were more likely to encourage the return
of the money in the Untrustworthy condition.

indicates several things.

This finding

First of all, encouraging or re-

inforcing the return of the money in the Trustworthy condition meant interrupting the confederate immediately and ad-

monishing him or hinting to him that he should be honest.
The confederate had not even made any suggestions about being

dishonest.

Thus high trusters seem to be more concerned with

the prevention of dishonesty.

However, low trusters spoke up

more often (encouraged the return of the money) in the Un-

trustworthy condition (after the confederate had put the money
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in his pocket).

Perhaps the high trusters were inhibited by

such a direct and rash act of dishonesty.

Perhaps they found

it easier to prevent rather than verbally deplore
dishonesty.

Some high trusters may have been waiting to see if the con-

federate would actually keep the money.

debriefing session said that

One subject in the

the confederate had kept the

if

money, he probably would have said something to him about it.
One may also speculate that the low trusters may not have

been acting out of purely honest intentions, but that they

were annoyed that they themselves didn't come across the
money first.

Within the Untrustworthy Treatment group, the subjects

who disagreed with the other person keeping the money tended
to be high on the Social Responsibility Scale.

Apparently

they felt a social obligation to interrupt the untrustworthy
behavior.

The subjects who disagreed with the confiscation

of the money (in the Untrustworthy condition) also tended to-

report that they hadn't felt on the spot or pressured when

confronted with the help request (question 8 of the interview).

Apparently speaking one's mind gave these subjects a sense of
control and they subsequently felt unpressured by the request.
If they were brave

enough to say something to the confederate,

(disapproving of his dishonesty)

,

they were probably brave

enough to refuse to switch, if they so desired.

It was also

found that subjects who discouraged the dishonest behavior

also tended to rate the value of "equality" as highly im-

.
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portant and the values of "clean" and 'self
-respect " as low in
importance.
It is noteworthy that there were many
subjects who did

not get involved at all when the confederate
took the money
in the Untrustworthy Treatment condition.
Perhaps some of

these subjects were waiting to see what would
ensue, and would
have made comments if the confederate had actually
kept the
money.

Or perhaps these subjects had the attitude
that it was

none of their business and so didn't want to get
involved.

It

is also interesting that only the suspicious
subjects bothered

to mention the untrustworthy behavior to the experimenter,
and
then only as evidence for their suspicious ideas.

One might

expect that subjects would try and caution the experimenter
to watch over the "experiment supplies money" more carefully.

Either many subjects were unwillingly to get .involved with
another person's affairs, or there was a taboo against squeling on another person.
The analyses also gave some insight into the character-

istics of the high truster (according to the Rotter Scale)

High trusters had lower scores on the Christie Scale.

Thus

low trusters had greater "Machiavellian" tendencies than high

trusters.

The high truster also tended to believe the con-

federate's reasons for wanting to switch conditions.

This

may have been one of the factors leading him to exhibit great-

er helping behavior.

High trusters rated (in the overall-

groups analysis) the values of "equality", "helpful", and
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"responsible", as very important to them.

They rated "inde-

pendent", and "freedom", as low in importance.

These value

preferences also help explain why the high truster would
help
more.

He is not worried that a helping effort will
restrict

his independence and freedom, on the contrary he feels
it is

important to be responsible and helpful.

Being a high or low truster, as based on the Mydlarz
Scale, was also related to several variables.

In general a

high truster on the Mydlarz Scale was a high truster accord-,
ing to the Rotter Scale.

The two scales correlated signifi-

cantly with one another (p('.05) but the correlation was not

extremely high, thus the Mydlarz Scale was not simply a duplication of the Rotter Scale.

High trusters on the Mydlarz

Scale were high in social responsibility and low in a "Machia-

vellian" tendency.

(This was also true of high trusters on

the Rotter .Scale)

Subjects who were designated as high

.

trusters by the Scale also helped more than the low trusters.
In fact, a high truster as measured by the Mydlarz Scale was

more likely to help than a high truster as measured by the

Rotter Scale.
High trusters on the Mydlarz Scale also rated the values
of "equality",

"forgiving", and "helpful", as important and

the values of "comfortable life", as low in importance.

Thus it seems that the Mydlarz Scale did in fact measure
trust.

Yet the Scale was different from the Rotter Scale.

The variety of items included in the Mydlarz Scale dealt with
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several types of trust while the Rotter Scale was designed to
measure trust in verbal and written communication of others.

Possibly various kinds of trust play an important role in

helping behavior,,

Further analyses on the Scale will be done

in the future to determine whether the five subscales corres-

pond to factors that may be derived by a factor analysis 9
The present study investigated a nonemergency helping

situation.

It was found that an individual's Trust level was

one factor determining his helping behavior.

high versus a low trusters was also examined.

The nature of a
The attempt to

situationally induce trust, and thus vary helping behavior,
was unsuccessful

o

A variety of explanations as to why the

attempt didn't succeed were giveiu

Future studies may elim-

inate some of the processes which, perhaps, interfered with
the influence of situationally induced trust *on helping be-

havior.

The attitudes toward the help request and the cogni-

tive processes associated with the help request and helping

effort were also explored.
trust was also investigated.

types of trust*

A new Scale devised to measure

This scale measured different

The Scale was found to differentiate between

high and low trusters, and it was also a predictor of helping
behavior.

,
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Interview Questions
1.

How •did you find working with the bitter (or sweet) tast-

ing solutions?

2.

Y/ould you say with regard to the whole tasting experience

that the tastes seemed less intense or more intense with

repeated trials?

3.

Were you ever in doubt as to what to circle

Did you feel entirely relaxed before the trials?

You know both emotions and expectations can affect one's

perceptions, so it's important to know just what you were expecting.

Did you think that the tastes would be as bitter,

less bitter or more bitter than they were (or sweet if the

subject switched conditions)?

5„

Did you have any expectations about what the other taste

would be like?

6,

What were they?

You know in conducting this experiment it never happened

before that someone asked to switch conditions like that and
I'm a bit concerned about how it affected your perceptions
and reactions.

How did you feel about it?

about his asking to switch?

7.

Are you glad you switched?

How did you feel

9?

Interview Questions (Continued)
You know

8.

I

didn't know whether to come into your room and

ask you about the switching.
you on the spot or

8a.

I

I

thought

I

might be putting

might be pressuring you.

I'm wondering what

I

should do if it should happen again
Was it fair how

in the future; that someone wants to switch.
I

Was I?

came in and told you about it?

Because

put people on the spot if it's unfair.

I

don't want to

Is it all right if I

come in?

9.

Getting back to questions about tastes, do you find that

eating a good versus a bad meal affects your mood?

How?

*

10.

You know

I

didn't think of it before but do you suppose

out of
that the other guy was just trying to get out of it,

working with the unpleasant solution?

Or was he on the level?
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Scale 1

Help Ratings

Instructions to the raters

t

Use the tape recording on the

subject and the transcripts to make the rating.
voice will be important with some of the ratings.

Tone of

Ratings

range from one to eleven (high ratings indicating a strong

helping response, low ratings indicating reluctant or no
helping response).
4

1.

No helping by the subject.

He refuses to switch condi-

tions.

2.

The subject seems just about to help but at the last min-

ute he decides not to.

He asks some

questions about the

other person, his condition or how bad the tastes are, but
then doesn't switch.

3.

Subject agrees to switch but only after expressing much

reluctance.

The Experimenter says,

"Well it makes no diff-

erence in the experiment as to who gets what condition, but

you wound up with the pleasant tasting solution so it's really
up to you as to what you want to work with."

The subject

agrees to switch after this statement but only after indi-

cating much reluctance.

Reluctance on the part, of the sub-

ject is indicated by a long hesitation after the experimenter's

*
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statement, by making a comment indicating reluctance or

annoyance, or by asking the experimenter further questions.

Examples;
ject says*

After the experimenter's statement the sub-

"Is it really going to bother him?" or "How bad

is the bitter taste?"

Reluctance is also present if the

subject asks the experimenter to decide what should be done,
or if the subject makes a snide comment about the bitter

taste or about the confederate

k 9 The subject agrees to switch after the experimenter saysi

"Well it makes no difference in the experiment as to who

gets what condition, but you wound up with the pleasant tasting solution so it's really up to you as to what you want to

work with?, but there is a slight delay.

Before he agrees

to switch there is some additional interaction between the

subject and the experimenter.
Examples* Es

"Y/ell it-

makes no difference who

Si

"It doesn't make any difference to me"

Et

"All right you decide one way or the other*"

3t

"

I'll take the bitter."

Thus the experimenter has to ask the subject once again to

decide what to do because his first response it unclear,

5.

The subject agrees to switch after the experimenter says,

"Well it makes no difference in the experiment as to who
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gets what condition, but you wound up with the pleasant tasting solution so it's really up to you as to what you want to

work

with;','

But he agrees in a matter of fact manner.

Examples: E:
Ss

Well it makes no difference in

"

"It
"

6.

doesn't matter to me, I'll switch" or
don't care I'll switch, I'll do it."

I

or

"

It makes no difference I'll do it."

or

"

O.K.

I'll switch."

Subject agrees to switch conditions willingly after the

experimenter says, "Well it makes no difference in the ex-

periment as to who gets what condition, but you wound up

with the pleasant tasting solution so it's really up to you
as to what you want to work with.

"

Tone of voice can help

decide whether this rating is appropriate.

This rating

indicates', willingness to help on the part of the subject.

There is no hesitation (indicated by questions or further

dialogue between the subject and experimenter).
Examplest Et
Ss

"Well it makes no difference in

.."

"Sure, I'll switch with him, it's o.k." or.
"

All right, sure if it will bother him."

Often the subject will interrupt the experimenter's statement and agree to help.

7,

M
Subject agrees to help after the experimenter saysi Did

you hear our conversation?"

"
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Examplest

E.

"Did you hear our conversation?"

3;

"Yes,

Ei

"What?

S?

'"It

it doesn't matter."

1

doesn't matter, I'll switch.

:'

or
Ei

"Did you hear our conversation?"

St

"I don't care I'll switch."

or
gj

"Did you hear our conversation?"

Si

"It's all right."

Ei

"Well it's up to you."

gi

"Yes, I'll switch."

If the following happens, it is not rated number

7.

Ej

"Did you hear our conversation?"

Si

"Hmm,

Ei

"Well it makes no difference in the ex-

I

heard"

periment as to who gets what condition,
but you wound up with the pleasant tasting solution so it's really up to you as
to what you want to work with,"
Si

"O.K. I'll switch."

This last example should be rated number
answer,
switch.

"I

5.

Thus just to

to
heard" doesn't by itself indicate willingness

There must be a clear statement for willingness,

subject.
after the key phrase, on the part of the
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8.

The subject agrees to switch after the experimenter says,

"Oh the guy in the other room wanted me to ask you something.

Examples:

g.:

"Oh the guy in the other room wanted me
to ask you something,"

it's o.k."

fit

"Yes,

£t

"Well, you heard?"

fit

"Yes."

Ei

"Well it makes no difference in the

Si

"It's all right I'll switch."

"
.

.

.

.

The previous interaction is rated a number 8 because the

subject clearly indicated that he was willing to help,

immediately after the experimenter said, "Oh the guy in the
other room wanted me to ask you something,"
If the interaction is as follows a number 8 rating is

not assigned.
E?

"Oh the guy in the other room wanted me
to ask you something."

Si

"Yes I heard."

Ei

"Well it makes no difference in the..."

Si

"It doesn't matter,

This is not a number

8

I'll switch."

rating because answering, "I heard",

or "Yes" to the experimenter's statement is not enough of an'

indication that the subject is willing to switch at that
point of time.

9.

The subject brings up the topic of switching when the

"
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experimenter first comes into the subject's room.

He brings

The subject talks to the

up the topic and agrees to switch.

experimenter about the switch request before the experimenter
has a chance to say,

"Oh the guy in the other room wanted me

to ask you something.

10.

The subject speaks to the confederate when the experi-

menter leaves the confederate's room.

And in their con-

versation the subject volunteers to help.

If the subject

initiates a conversation with the confederate but doesn't
agree to switch then a number 10 rating is not assigned.

11.

Over the intercom system, the subject interrupts the

conversation between the experimenter and the confederate,
and at this point agrees to switch.
i

Notet

All the help ratings involve how much time after the

confederate's initial request and how much pressure (i.e.

leading statements on the part of the experimenter) were

needed to elicit a help offer.
After the conversation between the confederate and the

experimenter (during which the switch request is overheard)
the experimenter comes into the subject's room.

If the

subject fails to spontaneously offer to switch a series of
statements and questions are put forth by the experimenter.
statements
See the Method section for the sequence of these
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and questions.
ing,

The help ratings indicate how much prompt-

how many leading statements and questions did the ex-

perimenter have to make before the subject clearly decided to
help*
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Scale

1,

Version Two

Help Ratings (Six Point Scale)

Original Score on
Helping Behavior
Scale 1

Transformed Score

x

1

2,3

2

4,5,6

3

7

8,9

5

10,11

6
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Suspicion Ratings
General directions to the raters

»

The transcripts will be

used to rate each subject along two dimensions of suspicion.
One dimension is the intensity of the suspicion, that is just

how strong is the suspicion.

Another dimension of suspicion

is the timing of the suspicion,

that is just when during the

whole experiment was the first indication of suspicion presented.

It's extremely important to rate these two dimensions

independently.

Therefore, because suspicion may be indi-

cated early in the subject and experimenter interaction
(during which time the switch request is relayed) this does

not mean it is necessarily deserving of a high intensity
rating.
Scales).
(See the following pages for the Suspicion Rating

,
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Scale 2

Suspicion Intensity Scale
1.

There is no evidence at all for suspicion,

2.

Vague

9

General or Slight Suspicion

Here there is only a slight mention of suspicion.

The

subject talks of being suspicious of psychology experiments
in general.

Or the subject makes a hypothesis about his

suspicion but immediately rejects it (without coaching from
the experimenter

Examples?

)

£«

"I

thought it was part of the experi-

ment (the confederate's behavior) but then

I

realized it

wasn't."
or
Si

"Gee I wonder about psychology experi-

ments, were you testing my preferences?"
If the subject expresses a hypothesis of suspicion and

rejects it after much denial on the part of the experimenter
this is not a number 2 rating.

3.

It would be rated number

3.

Moderate Suspicion
In this rating a definite hypothesis is proposed.

How-

ever the subject phrases his suspicious ideas in such a way
as to suggest that there is some doubt in his mind.

not definately sure
Examples!

Si,

ths&t

He is

the experiment was "set up".

"I'm not sure, is he working with you?*
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Ss

sure.

"Could it be that he is working with yau, I'm not

"

This type of hypothesis is differentiated from the type

rated number

h>

in which there is no question or doubt in

•

the subject's mind about the deception.

Subjects starting out their suspicion hypotheses with
the words,

"It seems sort of like" or "It might have been"

indicates that there is some uncertainty.

4.

Extreme Suspicion
In this rating the subject expresses a definite hy-

pothesis and for the most part uses no uncertain words.
Examples?

St

"This guy has got to be working with

you."
or
St

"First it seemed kind of planned and

then when he wanted to switch conditions

I

thought this

must be planned."
Note:

Occasionally the first time that the subject indi-

cates some suspicion, he doesn't describe all his feelings.
For instance a subject may ask,

"Is this planned?" after the

experimenter relays the confederate's request.
self would indicate slight suspicion

This by it-

for he hasn't expressed

an entire hypothesis.

But if soon after the start of the in-

terview he says, "Hey,

I

thought this thing was set up", the

subject gets an intensity rating of "4".

Extreme suspicion

is present, even though it wasn't fully expressed at first.
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Scale 3

Suspicion Timing Scale
Instructions to the rater

x

This rating describes just when

the subject first expresses his suspicious thoughts.

It is

not concerned with when the bulk of talk about suspicion
takes place, but with when the first suspicious ideas are

expressed,
0)

No suspicion is expressed verbally,

1) Subject expresses suspicion after he is asked question 10

of the interview.

2)

Subject expresses suspicion after he is asked question

6'

of the interview but before he is asked question 10,

3)

Subject expresses suspicion in .answer to question

6

of

the interview,

k) Subject expresses suspicion before he is asked question
of the interview,

5)

(in answer to questions l»2,3t^iOr 5)«

Subject expresses suspicion when the experimenter relays

the confederate's request to switch.

6
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Scale b

Suspicion Combination Scale
The score on this scale is the multiplication of scores

received on the Suspicion Intensity and Suspicion Timing
Scales.
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Scale 5

Question

Question

6

of the Interview

You know in conducting this experiment it never

6:

happened before that someone asked to switch conditions like
that and

I

B

m a bit concerned about how it affected your per-

ceptions and reactions.

How did you feel about it?

How did

you feel about his asking to switch?
1) Positive Response

Subject indicates that he gladly switched.
Example*

£i

"I could have

picked the bitter one, so

didn't mind switching."

I

Neutral Response

2)

Subject indicates no strong feelings one way or the
other.

Examples*

"I didn't mind."

§i

or "It didn't bother me."

or "It didn't affect me."

3) Negative Response
'

Subject indicates that he switched grudgingly.
Exampless

chose."

or

"I

should have had the one (the condition)

1 should have kept

I

the one I got."

If the subject complains about the whole matter or puts

down the confederate in any way a rating of "3" should be
given.
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Scale 6

Question
Question

8t

You know

I

8

of the Interview

didn't know whether to come into

your room and ask you about the switching.
be putting you on the spot or
V/as

I

I

thought

I

might

might be pressuring you,

I?

1) No Pressure

The subject states that he didn't feel pressure.

2)

Medium Pressure
The subject indicates that he felt a little pressure."

If he answers, with uncertainty this is also considered an

indication of medium pressure.
Example*

3)

Si

"I don't think it did."

Extreme Pressure
The subject indicates that he felt a considerable

amount of pressure.
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Scale 7

Question 8a of the Interview
Question 8a?

I'm wondering what

I

should do if it should

happen again in the future; that someone wants to switch.
Was it fair how

I

came in and told you about it?

Because

don't want to put people on the spot if it's unfair.
all right if

I

I

Is it

come in?

1) No Pressure

Subject states that the experimenter handled the sit.

uation in a fair way.
v

Examples:

St

"That was fair."

or

"I

don't think any-

body would mind."

2)

Moderate Pressure
Subject indicates moderate pressure by answering with

uncertainty.

Examplest

3)

St

"I

don't know."

or

"It might be unfair,

Extreme Pressure
Subject expresses his feeling that in the future

the

experimenter should handle the situation in a different way.
Examples?

by the drawing."

St

"You should do it by the drawing, stick
or

"I

think it puts people under pressure

by coming in and asking them."
different way."

or

"It should be done a
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Scale

8

Question 10 of the Interview
Question 10:

You know

I

didn't think of it "before but do

you suppose that the other guy was just trying to get out of
it,

out of working with the unpleasant solution?

Or was he

on the level?
1)

Subject states that the confederate was not on the level,

2)

Subject says that the confederate was probably not on

the level or that he doesn't think he was on the level,

3)

Subject says that he doesn't know,

4) Subject says that the confederate was probably on

the levelr or that. he could be on the level,

5)

Subject states that the confederate was on the level (he

gives

a.

definite "yes").

" "
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Subject and Confederate Interaction (Scales 9,10 and 11)

Instructions to the raters

The following are the lines

»

the confederate spoke during the Trustworthy and Untrust-

worthy conditions.

Trustworthy Condi ti on

i

Man

"Hey three dollars.

C»

I

sure

could use it.
"Ah I'd feel lousy if

turn it.
girl.

Untrustworthy Condition!

Cj

I

I

didn't re-

better give it to the

She may know whose it is."

"Hey three dollars.

Man

I

sure can use it (stuffs it into his

pocket).

After all if

don't take

I

He then

this someone else will."

turns over the folder.

"Damn it, it

says on this folder taste habituation
study,

supplies money.

it back,

I

I

better put

don't want to get caught

red-handed.

subject
The rating scales 9*10 and 11 deal with the

trustworthy
and confederate interaction in relation to the
or untrustworthy behavior.
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Scale 9

Confederate and Subject Interaction

I

Ratings on this scale are based on the subject's behavior before the major condition lines (those lines indi-

cating trustworthy or untrustworthy behavior)*

Therefore

the ratings are based on the subject's behavior immediately

after the confederate says

could use
1)

P

"Hey three dollars.

Man

I

sure

iV

Subject says something encouraging to keep
Examples*

£i

the money.

"You're lucky." or "You're all set."

or "You hit the jackpot." or "Is there more?"

2)

Subject says nothing.

3)

Subject says something neutral.
Examplesj

St

"Where did it come from?"

or "Was it

in the folder?"

Subject says something encouraging to give the money back.
Examples!
her'te."

Sf

"She knows it's here."

or "She'll find out."

or "It must be
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Scale 10

Confederate and Subject Interaction II

Ratings on this scale are based on the subject's behavior after the major condition lines (those lines indi-

cating trustworthy or untrustworthy behavior).

Therefore

in the Trustworthy condition the ratings are based on the

subject's behavior immediately after the confederate says,
"Ah I'd feel lousy if
to the girl.

I

didn't return it.

She may know whose it is."

I

better give it

In the Untrust-

worthy condition the ratings are based on. the subject's
behavior immediately after the confederate says, "After
all if

I

don't take this someone else will (stuffing the

money into his pocket).
1)

Agrees with the confederate's condition behavior.
.Examples

$

In the Trustworthy condition, immediately

after the confederate's lines the subject says, "Yeah" or
"Right" or

-"I

would" or "It's part of the experimental

money, it's herfe."

In the Untrustworthj' condition, immediately

after the confederate's lines the subject says, "Yeah."

2)

No comment on the part of the subject.

3)

Disagrees with the condition behavior.
Examples:

In the Trustworthy condition the subject

"
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says,

"Oh keep it.

In the Untrustworthy condition the subject says,
"I don't know about that" or "Not really"

her's,"

or "Maybe it's
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Scale 11

Confederate and Subject Interaction III
This is an overall rating based upon the entire inter-

action between the subject and confederate.

The rating

is based upon the subject's encouragement or reinforcement

for the confederate to return the money or keep the money.

Encouragement is defined as the subject making the appropriate comments before the major condition lines.

Rein-

forcement is defined as the subject making the appropriate
comments after the major condition lines.
1)

Encouragement for not returning the money (before the

confederate gives reasons for keeping it).
Examples

2)

Ct

"Hey three dollars."

St

"You hit the jackpot."

Reinforcement for not returning the money (subject

comments after the confederate gives reasons for keeping it).
.Examples

Ct

"Hey three dollars.

After all if

I

don't

take this someone else will."
St

3)

"Yeah."

Reinforcement for giving the money back (subject comments

after the confederate says that he will return it).
Examples!

Ct

know whose it is."

"I better give it to the girl.

She may
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St

"Right."

or

"I would."

"Yes."

or

or
Cs

"I better put it back,

I

don't want to get caught

red-handed.

(subject comments
k) Encouragement for giving the money back

return it).
before the confederate indicates that he will
"Hey three dollars. Man I sure can use it,
Ci
Examples!
•

St

"I don't need it,"

or "Well it's up to

you
In the Untrustworthy condition,

,

after the confederate

says, "Hey you
puts the money in his pocket the subject

better put it back."
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Table 13

Frequencies for Each Suspicion Score (in the Suspicion
Intensity Scale and Suspicion Timing Scale)
Suspicion Intensity Scale
Score

Frequency

1

2?

2
3

5

12
15

Suspicion Timing Scale
Score

Frequency
27
6

0

1
2
3

9
1

12

5

/
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Table Ik

Rotter Trust Scaxe Scores and the Variables with Which
it Correlated Significantly
(overall-groups analysis)
Variable

Correlation Coefficient

Christie Scale

r=~.485

Helping behavior

r-v,223

Interview question 8a

r=~.263

Interview question 10
Values
equality

r=*,230

freedom
independent

r=-.2^5

responsible

r=+.252

Mydlarz Trust Scale scores

r=-.320

*

significant at .10 level

significant at e 05 level
*** significant at ,01 level

'
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Table 15

Rotter Trust Scale Scores and the Variables with Which
It correlated Significantly (Within
each Treatment Group)
Yari abl p

Trustworthy
Treatment

Neutral
Treatment

Untrustworthy
Treatment

Christie Scale
Helping behavior
Scale 9
Scale 11
values
comfortable life
capable
freedom
Mydlarz Trust Scale

Christie Scale
Helping behavior
values
equality
forgiving
helpful
inner ..harmony
intellectual
obedient
social recognition
Mydlarz Trust Scale

Christie Scale
Question 8a of interview
Question 10 of interview
values
comfortable life
mature love
Mydlarz Trust Scale
significant at .10 level
significant at ,05 level
significant at .01 level

eld tion
Coefficients
\jUL L

r=-.595*

r=+.443
r-4-,609***

r=-.375**
r=-.692
r=*.257
r~-.409*
r=+.210

r*+.390**
r=+.^18*

r=-.^2»
r=T,q-52 W

fl.

r=-.452

r=-.52^«
r=+.480

r=-.4ll*^
r=+.5l6
r=t.256
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Table 16

Mydlarz Trust Scale Scores and the Variables with Which
it Correlated Significantly
(overall-groups analysis)
•

•

Variable

Correlation Coefficient

Rotter Trust Scale

r=-.320

Social Responsibility Scale

r=- .336

Christie Scale

r=+.676

Helping behavior

r=-.331

Scale 11

Values

#

comfortable life

r-+.286

equality

r=-.230

forgiving

r=-.225

helpful

r=-.4o8

significant at .10 level
** significant at .05 level
*** significant at .01 level
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Table 17

Mydlarz Trust; Scale Scores and the Variables with Which
It Correlated Signif icantly (Within
Each Treatment Group)
•

-

Correlation
Coefficients

Variable
Trustworthy
Treatment

Neutral
Treatment

Untrustworthy
Treatment

r=+.713

Christie Scale
Values
r»

m f n r*

~t*

^ Vi 1

1 i

*f*

p

helpful

r=-.6l5

Rotter Scale
Social Responsibility
Christie Scale
question 8a ol interview
Values
forgiving
helpful
social recognition

r^-.M-^^^.^
r=-. 59%.

Christie Scale
question 6 of interview
Scale 11
Values
ambitious

r=+666 ***

* significant at .10

level

significant at .05 level

***significant at .01 level

r=+.693*
r-+.

r=-.499*»
r— .5^8**
r=+.335

r

— .718***

r=~.597

r=+,550
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Table 18

Helping Behavior and the Variables with Which it Correlated
Significantly (Within treatment groups)
Scale 9s 10, 11, Inter(Variables:
view Questions, Rotter Scale,
Mydlarz Scale)
•

Variable

Scale 10
values
freedom
independent
responsible

Trustworthy
Treatment

Question 8a
Question 10
values
comfortable life
intellectual

Neutral
Treatment

Untrust
worthy
Treatment

—

-

Scale 11
Mydlarz Trust Scale
"

significant at .10 level
**
significant at .05 level
*** significant at .01 level
*

Correlation
Coefficient

r-+.^6?
r=-.598**

r=-A07«
r=+. 394

r=-.oll
r=+.^88

.

{(

r=-.395*
r=~.366

r=-.6l4
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Mydlarz Trust Scale
This is a questionnaire to determine the
Instructions*
attitudes and beliefs of different people on a variety of
Please answer the statements by giving as true
statements.
your own beliefs as possible. Be sure to read
picture
of
a
each item carefully and show your beliefs by marking the
appropriate number on the answer sheet.
If you strongly agree with an item, fill in the space
numbered one* Mark the space numbered two if you mildly
That is, mark number two if you tiaink
agree with the item.
the item is generally more true than untrue according to
your beliefs. Fill in the space numbered three if you feel
Fill in the space
the item is about equally true as untrue.
numbered four if you mildly disagree with the item. That is,
mark number four if you feel the item is more untrue than
If you strongly disagree with an item, fill in the
true.
space numbered five.
Strongly agree
1.
Mildly agree
2.
Agree and disagree equally
3.
Mildly disagree
4.
Strongly disagree
5.
feel comfortable hitchhiking when
out a car*.

1. 'l

I

find myself with-

The majority of men and women will not give to a charity
if asked to.

2.

If you send your broken typewriter to a repairshop you
can be pretty sure you'll get it back in working order.
3.

It*s a fool who isn't cautious, wise men know one should
have both eyes open or else other people will get the better
of you,

5.

In a time of need you can always depend on a friend.

would not reveal intimate information about my sex life
even in a strictly anonymous study.

6.

I

7.

Confiding personal thoughts to friends or even strangers
is good
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since just through the process of expressing oneself, one
gains a better understanding of oneself.
If you want something to be done, you have to do it yourself because other people are not dependable,
8.

1

Walking dovm a street at night, it's best to cross the
street if you see a stranger coming,

9.

10. Most people would think nothing of doing a favor for
another person; in fact the satisfaction of helping is

their pleasure.
11. You can rely on a doctor to prescribe the correct medication.

Smart people keep most of their personal feelings to
themselves, private thoughts told to others invariably wind
up being used against you.
12.

You can count on another person to nail your check or
income tax form if you're too busy to do it /yourself, and
if they are on their way to the mailbox anyway.
13.

14. People who think they know how to fix things frequently

make a mess of things.
15. Letting others in on your inner thoughts can be the
best thing for only then can you really get close to

someone.
If a person does a good deed there must also be something
in it for him, or else he wouldn't do it.

16.

people *s requests seriously?
17. Most people take other
if they agree to do something for you they come through;
for if they didn't want to do it they wouldn't have agreed
to it in the first place.
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18* Most people axe competent in some area of specialty*

19. If a person knows about another individual's problem
you can usually count on him to come to the rescue if there's
anything he can possibly do.

You can count on a friend to have your best interests
at heart.
20,

It is best not to answer a personal questionnaire sent
in the mail by researchers.

21.

22.

One can't depend on one's parents for support if one

gets into trouble.

You'd be surprised how much people sacrifice for one
another, without expecting repayment.
23.

24. When people are nice to me I wonder what they have up

their sleeve.
25. If you want something done the right way,
to do it yourself.

you have got

1

26. When a person appears at my door claiming to be collecting for charity, I feel the thing to do is invite them in
and then give them a donation.
27. Man definately has a streak of "bad nature" in him.

would confide in a teacher concerning a personal
problem.
28.

I

Dentists often make mistakes and wind up filling the
wrong tooth.
29.

If you see a stranger who appears to have fallen, the
way things are today he may be a robber with a trick.
30.
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If it weren't for laws and the penal system, people would
be at each other's throats robbing and stealing.
31*

In signing petitions it's a good idea not to sign one's
real name for it can be easily used against you,
32

a

will often go out of their way to keep a promise
they made, even if it means a lot more extra bother than'
they realized.
33, People
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Mydlarz Trust Scale
Subscales
Trust as the Feeling That Others Are Competent
Items:

3.

11,

14,

18,

29

25,

Trust That Others will Not Harm You
Items:

1,

4,

9,

20,

2k,

26,

30

Trust In the Goodness of Man
Items:

2,

10,

16,

19,

23,

2?,

31

Trust As the Willingness to Confide in Another Person
Items:

6,

?,

12,

15,

21,

28,

32

Trust As Depending on Someone, Trust Someone to Do Something
for You
Items:

5,

8,

13,

17,

Reversed scoring on items:

22,

4,

25,

33

6,

8,

2?,

9,

14,

16,

21,

29,

30,

31,

32,

22,
12.

24,

